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Victorian England: Birth or a Critic of Culture 
Since time began, mankind has learned to cope with change as a 
consistent element of life. History is partly a record 
_
of man's 
response to changes in people, in physical circwl\stances, in social · 
conditions, in moral attitudes. Change, therefore• has alw� been 
an integral part of living, but in_Victorian England, the changes 
taking place were so tremendous, 80 nwnerous, and so widespread in 
their effect as to have a dominating influence on the work of certain 
authors or the period. 
The Victo�an period, during the decades 1850 - 18701 rife with 
change and turbulence, saw the rise of Matthew Arnold, a social 
critic. The son of Dr. Thomas Arnold, the famous educator and Rugby 
headmaster, Matthew Arnold was already widely recognized as a major 
poet and scholar. Marriage, however, had necessitated a steady income 
which poetry could not provide, and Arnold undertook the mundane respon­
sibilities of a school inspector. The years of Arnold's inspectorship 
prior to 1 859 represent a spiritual struggle with his poetic calling, 
a struggle characterized by sadness, unrest and a growing sense of 
frustration at the incompatibility of his work with his avocation. 
Oddly enough, the demands of his inspectorship prompted him to the 
vision of a second calling, one which bore a strong relationship to the 
changes England was experiencing. Arnold's inspection of Continenta1 
schools, especially those in France, heralded the appearance of' a 
larger vision of his calling as a servant or the State to disseminate 
reason among his countrymen and to explore the proper attitude toward 
change in a time when changes in all facets of living were occurring 
rapidly.
1 
His poetry had earlier probed the spiritua1 deficiencies of 
modern man; his social criticism now· undertook to help English life 
take on a nobler, more reasonable style.2 
2 
Various factors motivated Arnold to relinquish his poetic calling 
for that of a social critic. He was, .foremost, extremely aware of' the· 
material changes rampant in England
-
and of the e.f:fect such changes were 
having on English society. The Victorian citizen watched with exhila-
ration as one invention followed another �n quick succession. The steam 
ship and .railroad revolutionized travel, but equally impressive were 
the telegraph; the telephone, the electric light, the gas burner and the 
automobile.
3 
The invention of the railroad marked a new era as the laying of 
rails off'ered a viable method of moving raw materials and finished pro­
ducts across the entirety of England. Railroads brought the life blood 
or commerce to population centers and old country towns were transf onned 
· into industrial cities. The country towns of meadowed squares and open 
spaces gave way to metropolitan cities, each with a slum section crouched 
near mills and factories. Factory chimneys spiked the skylines of these 
new urban areas, belching soot and fumes and reminding all of the workers 
who toiled within the factory walls.
4 
It was not merely the absorption of the Victorian with material 
progress that called Arnold to speak out. He also saw the effect of 
3 
such rapid material changes on the classes of England. Much of Anlold's 
later writing is directed at the middle and lower classes or England 
because he viewe� the middle-class idolatry or material objects as 
brutalizing and intellectually stifiing, while the exploitation of the 
masses together with their subsequent reach for power both alanned and 
troubled him. 
The industrial revolution, which began in the.middle of the 
eighteenth century, brought an unprecedented number.of new members to 
the middle class. People from various backgrounds broadened the pre­
viously thin ranks of the middle class; manufacturers were followed 
by supporting groups such as conunodity brokers,· bankers, foreign traders 
and those who provided consumer goods for the home market. Every one 
of these occupations rewarded the shrewdness and entrepeneurial. skill 
which traditionally characterized the middle class. 
The middle class multiplied rapidly during the nineteenth century. 
At one extreme, wealth and aggressiveness allowed men at the apex of 
t�e middle class to move into the echelons of the gentry. At the other 
. extreme, artisans and skilled laborers looked hopefully to the day when 
they could enjoy the physical comforts that were associated with the 
middle class. The material objects that middle class wealth could 
supply, together with the feeling of �tatus such objects brought, 
provided one of the major forward thrusts of the age.
5 
It was the micidle-class code of values, the drive for money and 
material objects, that marked the Victorian social structure. It was 
the same code of val�es that Arnold castigated in his social criticism 
4 
of the 18qQ1s. Arnold clearly saw the detrimental effect of a pre-. 
occupation with material objects on the cultural life 0£ England, and 
it became a major focal point in his verbal battle with English society. 
While the middle-class absorption with the comforts of life was 
a motivating factor in Arnold's new n;>le, the growth and circumstances 
ot the lower class also stimulated his social
. 
criticism.· The nineteenth 
century saw a new systematic concern for the lower classes by those 
classes above them. Social critics,_ including Amold, saw fundamental. 
questions of human values in the exploitation of these people as well 
as dangers inherent in their awakening.political movement. 
-Life for the lower classes, even when tied to the land, was one of 
misery and poverty. Hovels or mud and plaster, in which chickens and 
cows shared living quarters, had long been a fact of peasant living. 
However, it was not until the concentrated squalor of a factory slum 
struck the consciences of English citizens that the lower classes 
received a modicum of attention. The jamming of thousands of the poor 
into small, festering slums adjacent to industrial areas was an element 
new with the mechanization found in Victorian England. Also new was 
the magnitude of the poverty problem. No guidance was available from 
the past; the conditions in need of remedy were the result of novel 
causes. 
Du.ring the years when factory conditions were unregulated, men, 
women and children worked alongside one another for as many as sixteen 
hours a day. Noisy machinery deafened them; dust-lad.en, over- eated 
air stifled them and \Ulguarded moving machinery parts threatened their 
lives. Diseases indigenous to industrial workers disabled many; yet 
sick, crippled employees were simply cast out of the factory system to 
suffer or die.6 
With the era of the French Revo�ution, the lower classes moved into. 
prominence as a political entity. Political theorists like Jeremy 
Bentham and agitators like Thomas Paine awoke the English nation to the 
idea of a democracy in which workingmen had a voice. However, the 
masses were pr�bably indifferent to-the idea or political power as most 
were Jllore vitally concerned with __ the struggle to simply survive. If 
the masses were not rising to demand th�ir political rights, many 
conservatives, as well as moderates, feared the possibility of a 
revolution in England somewhat akin to that which had shaken France.7 
Arnold, if not afraid of the growing power of the masses, was concerned 
about the place of this group in English society and_ their need for 
civilizing influences.to prepare them for their future role. 
It was not only the outward circumstances of English life that 
caused Arnold to voice.his criticism;· he was also disturbed by the 
. ·economic and social philosophies that supported the structure of the 
new Victorian society. Two of those philosophies were laissez faire 
economics and Utilitarianism. 
Arnold fought the demand for liberty characteristic of Victorian 
England. Victorians demanded to be left alone, to be allowed to live 
their lives unhampered by interference in business or religion. In 
fact, the English developed a theory to justify their desire for 
unfettered liberty: the theory of laissez faire. Initially developed 
6 
to avoid government interference, sophisticated theorists expanded the 
scope or their theory: 
Its central thesis was that there could be only one way 
to maximize the total product or an economic system: 
allow each agent as much freedom as is compatible with 
a like freedom for all othe.:r agents to pursue his 
own economic ends. No legislation would be necessary 
to assure fair prices or the supply or desirable goods • 
••• The law or supply and demand, if no hindrances were 
interposed, would automatically ensure that what was 
needed by society was produced, that what was not 
needed w.as not produced, �d that output was as great 
as resources allowed.a 
The basic motivation behind the laissez faire theory was the desire of 
the individual to buy as cheaply as possible and, likewise, to sell as 
highly as possible• The competition engendered would be of incalculable 
benefit to society and progress would be a natural corollary.9 
Arnold's later writing would attack the premises of laissez faire 
economics from two directions. First, Arnold's writing proposed the 
very novel idea that liberty in itself is not a virtue to be pursued as 
an end. Liberty was o� value only if it contributed to the development 
of the individual as a cultured being. · If liberty only confined 
people into lifestyles lacking in intelligence and beauty, liberty was 
or no value.  In addition, Arnold was not totally in agreement with the 
current Vietor.tan's belief in the unequalled merits o.f progress. 
Jerome Buckley cites Arnold's dissatisfaction with the apostles of 
progress and finds a basis for that dissatisfaction in Arnold's "••• 
own need of the past, his respect as artist for conventi�ns and traditions 
. 10 that a self-righteous progressive age felt free to ignore. "  
Utilitarianism was a synthesis of the earlier French rationalism 
and English materialism. Introduced by Jeremy Bentham, it combined 
7 
social, poll tical. and economic thought. The basic premise of Utilitarianism 
was the phrase 11the greatest happiness for the greatest number." It 
assumed that self-interest is the only motivation behind human action 
and the achievement of pleasure and the avoidance 0£ pain is the basis 
of self-interest. According to Bentham and his followers, man seeks 
the greatest amount of luxury and comfort with the sma:llest amount of 
effort and self-denial. As such, Utilitarianism was hedonistic, making 
no allowance for the hwnane impulses of conscience, mercy, love of 
justice or compassion. Bentham develope.d a mathematical formula to 
detennine the felicity of an action in which categories of possible 
effects were rated. Bentham's approach was strictly quantitative. 
Neither the quality of the pleasurable effects nor the varying notions 
of happiness were considered in Bentham's calculations. It was presumed 
that everyone on earth treasured only material values and no considerations 
were given to those who were not part of the greatest number.11 
Arnold objected to the materialistic approach advanced by the 
Utilitarians. He saw life as more than the acquisition of objects or 
the gratification of the senses. Utilitarian thinkers, as a rule, put 
small value on the enrichment of the inner man, and Arnold's social 
criticism continually emphasized the importance of perfecting the inner 
being, the spiritual core of man. 
Arnold quarreled not only with the economic and socia1 plrllosophies 
that belied the �o:-tance of the mind and its perfectibility; he also 
f'ound f'ault with the religious views held by many of his countrymen. 
In particular, he later criticized those religions that destroyed the 
tradition and beauty or worship. 
Arnold devoted a major segment �f his social criticism to the 
6 
· chastisement of Dissenters. Dissenters, or Nonconfonnists, were 
technically all Protestant sects that had broken with the Established 
Church of England, the Anglican Church. Made up largely or middle class 
citizens, Dissenters had rejected the fonnalized religion of the Anglican 
Church and constructed a church �embership composed or what they termed 
as the elect or the true believers. Fo� Dissenters, the individual 
conscienc� was the f'inal judge in interpretation of the Bible; therefore, 
no traditions could be considered as authoritative. Departing from 
the cathedrals of the Anglican Church, they worshipped in homes or small 
. 12 
white-washed chapels of austere simplicity. 
Arnold had acquired a broad acquaintance with the Dissenters and 
their religious practices during his years as a school inspector and the 
lack of totality in their approach to human nature became part of his 
. critical commentary on Victorian society. Stressing only the moral side 
of man and neglecting the need for beauty and intellectual expansion, 
the Dissenters later played a major role in Culture and Anarchy as 
embodiments of the Hebraistic side of man. 
Arnold had always professed a reluctance to enter the political 
and social arena as he feared that practical refonn or politics would, 
or necessity, corrupt his honesty and his objectivity. He wrote: "This 
9 
treatment or politics, with one's thought, or with one's imagination, 
or with one's soul, in place or the common treatment of them with one's 
Philistinism and with one's passions, is the only thing which can 
�concile ••• any serious person to politics, with their inevitable wear, 
waste, and sore trial to all that is pest in one. n
13 
Such a reluctance 
to enter the battleground or social and political strategy was offset 
by' Arnold's desire to impart a message to Victorian England. His pur­
pose became that of the critic, use,eul to his time and country by 
preaching to the English the ideas, in his opinion, they most urgently 
needed in a time or change and social �st.
14 
Arnold sought to shake the complacent Victorian from his satis­
faction with the circumstances or his· life. His plan or social criticism 
was to discover and define the dominant tendencies or his time, to 
distinguish the favorable from the unfavorable and to foster th� good 
while diminishing the bad.
·15 
In this criticism, he looked for 
.
the results 
to.spring from the people, not the government. Arnold said, "It Ltbe 
center of movement] is in the fermenting mind of the nation; and his is 
for the next twenty years the real infiuence who can address himself to 
this."
16 
There is no doubt, Robbins says, that he f'elt that he was 
perfoming a · vital function for humanity in his cultural criticism, a 
function of intelligence which he considered more practical than that of 
an advocate of' action.
17 
The. purpose of this paper .is to trace the development and exposition 
of MatthewrAmold's social criticism through four of his prose works that 
10 
most f'Ully treat of his emerging and developing social views. Chapter II 
vi.th discuss three of his early socio-political writings: ttEngland and 
the Italian Question,n "Democracy" and Friendship's Garland. These 
�tings will be treated in this paper in the chronological order or 
their appearance. Aspects or his soc�al views as they appear and take 
shape will be explored and specific critical remarks by contempOrary and 
modern writers will be noted. Chapter III will deal with his theory as 
it is most fully explicated in one ot his greatest prose works, Culture 
and Anarchy. Analysis of changes in theory, tone and purpose will be 
examined as well as contemporary and �t critical response. The 
final chapter will be an overview of critical evaluation of the socio­
political views of Matthew Arnold in regard to their validity, their 
practicality and their value. A final personal assessment of Arnold's 
views will conclude Chapter IV. 
Chapter Two: Early· Social Criticism 
Arnold's first endeavor in the field of social and political 
opinion, "England and the Italian Question," was occasioned by a 
continental war between Austria and Sardinia, in which Napoleon III 
of France actively supported Sardinia. The early months of 1859 saw 
five successive battles between the Austrians and the Sardinian-French 
forces, with Sardinia victorious !n all five. An annistice was 
negotiated and signed on July a,·1a59.1
8 
The French motivation for the war had been a political scheme 
to dominate continental affairs and to establish a finn power base. 
Louis Napoleon's plan had been to drive Austria from Italy and establish 
a federation of "free" states on the.Italian.peninsula governed by the 
Pope and dependent on French protection. Audacious in his aspirations 
and extremely clever in his political maneuverings, Louis Napoleon 
had persuaded his French subjects that the reason for the declaration 
�t war was to liberate a fellow European country. Calling upon the 
democratic and liberal forces born in the French Revolution, he per­
suaded Frenchmen to fight for the freedom of subject Italians from 
Austrian domination.
19 The English reaction to the ongoing struggle in 
Europe was aloof condemnation of the battle initiated by the French. 
The Derby policy had been one of non-intervention in the Italian 
f 20 reedom struggle. 
Such was the his·i,orical setting for Arnold's pamphlet, "England 
12 
and the Italian Question." Motivated not by the action of the two 
warring factions in his decision to publish a commentary, but by the 
official stance of the English govenunent toward the war, he felt it 
�s obligation to publicly rebuke the opinions that had detennined the 
English policy. 
In July, 1859, Arnold wrote to his sister Jane from.Geneva: "I 
really
, 
think I shall fin.ish and bring out my pamphlet. 
n21 He wrote 
again . a week later from Lausanne, 111 am getting on, and think I shall 
make an interesting pamphlet; but Heaven knows how the thing will look 
when all together. If it looks not as I mean it, I shall not publish 
1t� n22 But publish it, he did, in that same year, and with the publi-
cation of "England and the Italian Question," a new career as social 
commentator had been launched by Arnold. 
Two important strands in the fabric of Anlold's social philosophy 
have their first appearance in this topical pamphlet: first, Arnold 
introduces his counterpoint comparison of the intelligent, idea-motivated 
French masses with the inferior, "insensible" masses of England; second, 
he introduces his.belief that the strong but stubborn English aristocracy, 
void of ideas, was outliving its period of usefulness. The age of action, 
as typified QY the Battle of Waterloo, had been succeeded by an age of 
ideas born of the French Revolution. Action, not ideas, suited the 
. 23 
aggressive talents of the aristocracy. Thus, this pamphlet begins 
Arnold's class structure analysis, an integral part of his later social 
criticism. 
13 
The .structural organization or Arnold's pamphlet is an outline or 
the reasons £or the English policy in the Austrian-Sardinian war, 
together with a point-by-point repudiation of the validity of the 
�lish political stance. Having shattered the official policy to 
the best of his ability, Arnold devot�s the remainder of his pamphlet to an 
analysis of why such a non-intervention policy had been 8.dopted by 
England. In this section he introduces two important strands of his 
social thought., the intellectual. pot�ntial of the masses and the 
primitiveness of the aristocraC,., and.lightly touches on a third very 
'Yital. area of his conception of societr, its aversion to a strong 
state government. 
It is in this early pamphlet that Arnold begins to attack the basic 
English antipathy to a state government possessing any degree or 
restraining or coercive power. Arnold contrasts the views of the 
French and the English populace toward Louis Napoleon: 
The English in general regard Louis Napoleon as a 
skillful despot who has mastered France and who deals 
with it for his own advantage. The vast majority of 
the industrious classes in France regard him as a 
beneficent ruler on whom they have themselves conferred 
power, and who r-elds it for the advantage of the 
French nation.2 
Arnold, at this early stage in the development of his social criticism 
does not deign to instruct his English audience on the correct view­
pojn-t,-i-� either group holds it, but he does offer a reason for the 
English stance. · "We have a natural antipathy to absolute go ernment, 
and a predisposition to believe that it cannot e:V.st by wish of the 
343031 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
14 
governed."(p.76) M. K. Brown supports Arnold's statement and assesses 
the Victorian attitude toward the State as anachronistic and inadequate. 
Victorians conceived or the State as a power external to the individual, 
external to his class, restricting his freedom in the interest of .sonie­
thing alien to him.
25 
Such was the popular viewpoint when Arnold began 
his campaign to augment the power or the State. The attitude or· the 
English toward state government and the need for a strong state power 
are basic to the future writings of Arnold. With nE�gland and the 
Italian Question," Arnold has ol'll::Y touched a minor chord in what is to 
become a major unifying idea in his later social criticism. 
It is Lionel Trilling's position that Arnold was trying to communicate 
that France, in its conception of the State, had an agency that imparted 
a high and noble tone to society. England, with its aversion to a State 
power, lacked the civilizing, ennobiing inf'l.uence which had once been 
26 furnished by the aristocracy. If Trilling• s assessment is accurate, it 
coincides with the next step in Arnold's pamphlet, the first discussion 
or his class analysis. Limited to a brief look at the masses via 
_comparison and a longer look at the aristocracy, "England and the Italian 
Questionn introduces his ideas on the limitations and characteristics 
or two of England's social classes. 
In his comparison in "England and the Italian Question" of the 
French and English masses, Arnold lays stress on one major distinguishing 
characteristic -- the accessibility to civilized ideas. He states that 
the uniqueness of France lies in the f aet that her masses recognize and 
appreciate ci vilizitig ideas that would els_ewhere meet only with a 
15 
response from more refined and educated people (p.78). This is a major 
concern of Arnold's later social criticism. An ennobling and civilizing 
influence is a necessity for the masses as well as the middle class in 
�gland. Without a direct comment on the status of the English, his 
attitude is clear enough in his limita.tion of enlightened masses to 
France. 
Arnold goes on to further develop his characterization of the 
English working class, or masses, wi�h a detailing of their inherent 
qualities in respect to governnient or political considerations. He 
describes the English masses as strongly motivated by general ideas of 
the "abolition of privilege, the right of the people to choose its own 
government, the claims of nationality," but lacking in their regard for 
policy, tradition or the status quo and compromise. "They possess the 
graver fault of having little regard· even for justice, except under a 
poetical and popular form (p. 82)." It is here in his first assessment 
of the lower class of England that one begins to note what G. w. E. 
Russell called Arnold's "dread of the working-man, and the apprehension 
of the bad use which they might make of their new power •••• 1127 In 
their lack of appreciation of the established life of England, its past 
history and its cultural traditions, Arnold saw anarchical tendencies 
which become more fully explicated in his later works. 
Having touched on the lack of civilizing influences for the English 
lower classes and their own lack of appreciation for that which already 
eXisted in England, Arnold moved forward to the major focus of his 
pamphlet, the aristocracy. In this, his first treatment of the aristocracyj 
16 
Arnold took a conciliatory and respectful stance, _the pose of one who 
wished to lead another from error into the path of truth. In McCarthy's 
opinion, Arnold sought to convince and convert the aristocracy in this 
pamphlet, so he proceeded with extrem� caution; "he wanted to speak of 
the English aristocracy with the most unbounded respect."28 
Arnold's desire to conciliate and convert is apparent from his 
assessment of the English aristocracy: 
It is the most popular of aristocracies; it has avoided 
faults which have ruine� other aristocracies ••• the 
aristocracy of England was founding English agriculture, 
and commanding respect by a p.e;rsonal dignity which made 
even its pride forgiven. Historical and political 
England, the England of which we are all proud, is of its 
Ina.king. And ••• it still governs England ••• (p.82). 
Despite his accolade to the popularity and worth of the English 
aristocracy, Arnold could not fail to note that the English upper classes 
must inevitably follow the tendencies of all aristocracies. It is with 
his analysis of the typical qualities of aristocracies that Arnold 
first attempted to show his audience how he saw society was moving --
.from action to ideas. This first hint of a current trend foreshadows 
much of what is central in Arnold's thought - the concept of historical 
cycles with two dominant historical tendencies, Hebraism and Hellenism, 
dividing past ages between them. However, this was not the first time 
that Arnold had expressed his views on historical cycles. In "The Function 
or Criticism at the Present Time, " Arnold discussed epochs of expansion 
and concentration as converse periods in history. These tenns become 
assimilated into his later social criticism of historical periods marked 
by the domination of either Hebraistic or Hellenistic impulses. 
Arnold goes on to describe aristocracies as caste-like in their 
situation and removed by virtue of their economic station from the 
17 
masses of the people. Having little personal experience with classes 
subservient to them and the ideas which motivate them, they have little 
opportunity to comprehend how these classes are developing and molding 
their world. The aristocracy has naturally a grea� respect for the 
established fact,, for existing institutions,, for the."fait accompli." 
Such an attitude,, according to Arnold,, is natural because the aristocracy 
is.itself an established fact, a "fait ·a�compli" ( p.83 ). 
In g�neral, because of their established position, aristocracies 
are unsympathetic to ideas because they are independent of existing facts. 
Ideas, Arnold asserts, are treated by the aristocracy with contempt 
and apprehension ( p.83 ). Therefore, aristocracies have been most 
effective in times when finnness and powerful character were of more 
value than ideas, during the formative stages of society. They have, 
in general,, been ineffective in times of advanced civilization or com-
. plicated social structures because such times, of necessity, demand the 
understsnding and application of ideas. Such a position as Arnold 
takes does hint at his future exposition of the historical forces of 
Hellenism and Hebraism. 
The ascendancy of the aristocracy, .Anlold explicitly stated, ended 
with the victory at Waterloo when the need for the qualities of an 
aristocracy, "endurance and resistance",, also ended. After Waterloo,, 
the time for intelligence and the application of ideas had arrived, 
18 
•tor the exercise of faculties in which an aristocracy is weak ••• ( p.85 )." 
The French Revolution had mistakenly been interpreted by the 
English aristocracy as a tritun.ph for the endurance and resistance of an 
aristocracy. The aristocracy believed that they had conquered the ideas 
which bred the French Revolution and that these ideas possessed little 
value. Arnold believed, however, that those ideas were basically true 
and that the continued resistance to them signalled the end of the 
innuence of the aristocracy ( p.84 ). , 
Critics have had much to say of Arnold's treatment of the aristocracy. 
Patrick McCarthy notes that Arnold was �areful not to impute blame to 
the aristocracy but did point out that it was losing the popular support 
on which it dep�nded for its rule.
29 He further states that Arnold 
found in the aristocracy a needed principle of stability in a world of 
change. McCarthy theorizes that Arnold had few illusions about 
individual aristocrats or about the virtue of aristocracies in general, 
but his social structure was stratified and his strictures upon the 
aristocrats of his time were not to be construed as a desire to remove 
�hem from their po
.
sition of power. McCarthy appears to be biased in his 
interpretation. Arnold's view of the class system in England does not 
ameliorate the abuse of power; instead, he emphasized the importance of 
the proper preparation of the classes for the wielding of political power. 
The general
.consensus regarding Arnold's remarks on the aristocracy 
in "England and the Italian Question" can be summarized by Patrick 
McCarthy: 
Though he came to know these aristocrats when their 
political effectiveness  was waning, their large culture 
and gentle manners drew him to them and affects his 
writing about them. He knew that the future was not 
theirs and that enonnous evils flowed from the abuse 
of privilege . But he was nevertheles s  eager for thei r  
good opinion. He sought al�ays to mitigate the 
abuses of the class and to soften the charges he made 
against it .30 
19 
Arnold ' s sympathetic opinion of the aristocracy and his treatment 
of them, however, can probably best be illustrated in his own words 
from "England and the Italian Question" : 
When I consider the governing.skill which the English 
aristocracy have displayed since 1688, and the extra­
ordinary height of grandeur to which they have conducted 
their country, I almo st doub� whether the law of nature, 
which seems to have given to aristocracies the rule of 
the old order of things, and to have denied them that 
of the new, may not be destined to be reversed in their 
favor. May it be sol (p.9�). 
Having begun his social criticism in a topical pamphlet attacking 
governmental policy, Arnold's next venture into the arena of social 
conunent occurred with the introduction to an education report, published 
�n 1861, for a Royal Commission on the state of elementary education 
on the continent. Thi s introduction, entitled "Democracy, " he considered 
so important that it was republished in 1879 as an independent essay. 
R. H. Super goes so far as to say that this essay is the keystone of 
much of Arnold ' s  political thinking.
31 Alexander agree s  with Super1s 
asse ssment when he states that �·Democracy" contains all the major 
themes contained in Culture and Anarchy, less  the rhetoric and personal 
allusions of the later work.
32 
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Arnold's mission was to report upon the elementary schools of 
France, the French cantons of 
_
Switzerland, and Holland. He travelled 
abroad· from March to August of 1859 and returned to England to 
assemble and compose his report. He �ppears to have been delayed in 
his writing for he was still working on the report in January of 1860 
when he wrote his mother that he had been gathering materials for it 
at the British Museum. It was completed as a report to the Commission 
in March of 1860 and was printed for- publication in 1861. The report 
was entitled The Popular :Education of France. 
J•Democracy, 11 the introduction to The Po ular Education of . France 
caused Arnold the most difficulty. He wrote in February of 1860: 
"It needs so nmch tact as to how much and how little to say that I am 
never satisfied with it." However, he did persist in his struggle to 
say what he believed needed to be satd, and he later remarked that, 
"It is one of the things I have taken most pains with, and it will come 
in very we11.n33 
Arnold was sensitive to the fact that the ideas he would be proposing 
in "Democracy" would strongly off end many of his readers. He took 
pains to ensure that such liberties as he would take with the accepted 
verities of English life were done only after a great deal of soul-searching. 
He wrote: 
No sensible man will lightly go counter to an opinion 
firmly held by a great body of his countrymen • •• •  He 
will venture to impugn such an opinion with real hesi­
tation and only when he thinks he perceives that the 
reason� which once supported it exist no lon�er, or at 
any ra�e s�em about to disappear very soon.3 
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The accepted opinion which he held up to his critical examination 
in "Democracy" was the English conception of the State. In his analysis 
of this opinion, Arnold developed in greater detail his views of the 
masses and the aristocracy. He also �ntroduced several other important 
ideas which are woven together more completely in Culture and Anarchy. 
First, he introduced his conception of democracy. Second, he continued 
his class analysis and introduced some of his main assessments of the 
middle class.  Third, he detailed his conception of  the State as  a 
governing power as well as the correct attitude toward the State for 
the English people. Fourth, he introduced his concept of culture as a 
civilizing agent in society. 
Arnold's major concern in "Democracy" was to abolish the long-held 
English antipathy to the State, a theme which he had already expressed 
in "England and the Italian Question" by defining the true value of a 
State power. In order to do this, he must define it in acceptable tenns 
for the English people and also show why the English have been so 
staunch in thei� misguided opposition to State-action. He began by 
.explicitly stating the purpose of "Democracy": 
I propose to submit to those who have been accustomed 
to regard all State-action with jealousy, some reasons 
for thinking that the circi.nnstances which once made 
that jealousy prudent and natural have undergone . an 
essential change. I desire to lead them to �onsider 
with me, whether, in the present altered conJuncture, 
that State-action, which was once dangerous, may not 
. become, not only without danger in itself, but the means 
of helping us against dangers from another quarter (p.4). 
The changed circumstances to which Arnold alluded were the "encroaching 
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spirit of democracy." Arnold took a neutral position in his discussion 
of the development of democracy. To Arnold it was neither good nor 
bad. It was simply the result of historic process.35 Democracy was an 
outgrowth of part of the natural order of things. Like life, democracy 
"was trying to affirm its own essence·· to li�e, to enjoy, to possess 
the world ••• (p.7)." In R. H. Super•s estimation, Arnold saw that 
democracy was inevitable in the modern world because it was part of the 
natural impulse of life and that, in'addition, it was tbe only political· 
condition that afforded the most people human dignity.3
6 
As a concept, 
democracy was not a goal or an end, but1.to Arnold, simply the means 
to the end. of liberty and humanity.37 Arnold defined his concept of 
democracy as: 
; ••• a force in which the concert of a great number of 
men makes up for the weakness of each man taken by 
himself; democracy accepts a certain rise in their 
condition obtainable by this concert for a great 
number, as something desirable in itself, because 
though this is undoubtedly far below grandeur, it 
is yet a good deal above insignificance (p.13). 
Arnold seems to be somewhat ambivalent in his discussion of democracy. 
As a force for equality and liberty, it receives his support, but as 
an agent of mediocrity, it receives his criticism. Arnold believed in 
the merits of equality. Just as he viewed democracy as a natural 
process, he viewed the apprqach to equality as a natural social impulse. 
To the extent then that democracy acts as an equalizing social agent, 
he supported it. .Anlold asked: 
· Can it be denied, that to live in a society or equals 
tends in general to make a man's spirit expand, and 
his faculties work easily and actively; while, to live 
in a society of superiors, although it may occasionally . 
be very good discipline, yet in general tends to tame 
the spirits and to make the play of the faculties less 
secure and active {p.8). 
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Too fearful of the cons quences or a great
.
political· upheaval, 
Arnold advocated democra�y as an equalizing social force, but his 
advocacy is tempered by reservations. He almost wistfully noted that 
prosperity and grandeur can be achieved by nations wherein gross inequal­
ities are present, and that such nations may possess great national 
. . 
merit, and that the masses may even accept the class division as heaven-
ordained and be happy with their lot. But Arnold believed that such a 
society as he wistfully envisioned was only imaginery and "not the force 
with which modern society has to reckon" (p. 10). Again, one sees 
Arnold's attitude that democracy was inevitable in England because of 
its place in man's natural striving for equality. 
Arnold favored democracy because of its hi·storical inevitability 
and its liberating force, but he sought to make his readers aware of its 
shortcoming·-- its tendency to promote mediocrity. Arnold saw the diffi­
culty of democracy in a two-fold manner, as a cause and an effect. The 
effect he saw in the danger of what he called "Americanism. "  In America 
democracy had engendered vulgarity, a loss of national import and the 
view that each man, no matter how trained or gifted is equal to his 
neighbor.
38 
Such Views, he thought to be detrimental to the well-being 
or citizens individually and society collectively, and in his discussion 
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of the state in "Democracyn he seeks to solve the problem of the growth 
of democracy without n.Americanizing" the people. The cause of mediocrity 
in a democracy was the difficulty of finding high ideals. Without the 
aristocratic ideals of greatness, nob�e feelings and culture, Arnold 
foresaw difficulties in supplying the middle classes and the masses with 
a proper standard or ideal: 
Nations are not truly great solely because the 
individuals composing them.are numerous, f�ee and 
active; but they are great when these numbers, this 
freedom, and this activity are employed in the 
service of an ideal higher than that of an ordinary 
man by himself {pp.17-18). 
Democracy may be beneficial in its equalizing and liberating influences, 
but its detriment lies in its lack of high ideals, a deficiency which 
fosters a habit of vulgarity and sel�-importance in the individual. As 
Trilling notes, Arnold believed democracy had its revenge on genius by 
d1minishing the opportunities for greatness.
39 Therefore, Arnold sought 
a remedy for these faults of democracy and he found it in the action of 
the State as the embodiment of high ideals and elevated culture. If 
·democracy is inevitable, then Arnold must ameliorate its detriments and 
provide a source of ideals and standards for the citizens. Arno d imme­
diately saw difficulties in his promulgation of the State as a powerful 
fonnative agent on society because the English had long been prone to 
exalt individualism at the expense of a strong state power. Such a 
propensity on the part of the English middle class was deeply en renched 
and with �ome justification for the middle class had been persecuted by 
the State as an instrwnent of the Anglican Church. The middle-class 
distrust of State-action had been born of its religious convictions 
and had 
.
spread to an abhorrence of State-action as a general principle.
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The English middle class had only to point across the Channel to France 
to demonstrate the danger of allying a strong State-power with democracy.4 1 
Arnold had anticipated the example of France as a State-power 
which usurped the democratic powers of the people. To counter this 
argument, Arnold introduced his concept of national characters. This 
" concept receives wider treatment elsewhere in his writing, but in 
•Democracy" he uses it to counter the migd1e-class charge of the dangers 
ot State-a�tion as exemplified by France. He stated, "It seems to me, 
then, that one may save one's self from much idle terror at names and 
shadows if one will be at the pains to remember what different conditions 
the different character of two nations must necessarj_iy impose on the 
operation of any principle (p.16)11 What may be dangerous in one nation 
may be valuable in another. Thus, any two nations with unlike characters 
may- benefit from observation of each other. In the case of State-action 
. in England, as a Frenchman, Arnold would admire the independence of 
English spirits because France would never suffer from the admittance of 
too much individualism. But, as an Englishman, Arnold lmew one could 
not go wrong to recognize the rationality and coherence which characterize 
the strong state-power, for the English individual would not be in 
danger of overvaluing State-action or allowing it to run rampant; such 
was the national character of England (pp.16-17). 
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By advocating a State power to replace the old ideals offered by 
the defunct aristocracy, Arnold offered his English audience a brief 
vision of the State and its role. To define his State, be borrowed a 
phrase from Burke -- "the nation in i�s collective and corporate 
character. " The State is the representative action of the national 
will (p. 26 ),  and because collective action is generally more efficacious 
than individual efforts, .�gland would benefit from .employing such State­
action. The citizens of a State are -entitled to expe.ct a worthy standard 
and rational action from th State {p.28 ) .  
To whom would Arnold delegate the responsibilities for this effi-
cient State? He was aware that no class would wholeheartedly support a 
State with another class as its executive officials. In fact, Arnold 
would off er his argument that no class then existing in English society 
was the fit administrator of the State as he conceived it. His experiences 
as a school inspector had made him aware of the growing power of the 
middle class . His early work with Lord Landsdowne had acquainted him 
with the aristocracy. Neither were qualified in his estimation to hold 
power. The lower class was also unfit for power and the fear of the 
brutality of this group fed his desire for a rational and democratic 
State.42 
In order to offer his view of the fit administrators for his ideal 
State, Arnold had to eliminate the three English classes from contention 
because none were prepared or capable, but the individualistic nature 
or the English people would not accept a class distinct from its own in 
power . To accomplisL this task, Arnold offered an analysis of English 
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social strata and the defects which disqualified them for such high power. 
In this manner, he continued his class analysis begun in "England and 
the Italian Question. " 
Arnold had in his earlier work begun his characterization of the 
aristocracy as a group void of ideas and excelling in eras of action. He 
continued in this vein to illustrate how the aristocracy failed to appre­
ciate democracy as a motivating social factor. He believed that aristo­
cracies would �nevitably, because of .their inaccessibility to ideas, 
fail to apprehend the instinct which pushed English society forward at 
that moment -- the instinct for equality, for democracy. ·1n their failure 
to apprehend the instinct for democratic expansion in the masses, they 
lost their abil�ty to govern them effectively and, in Arnold ' s view, 
they lost their right to govern as well. "It is the old story of the 
incapacity of the aristocracies for ideas (p. 1 1 ) . "  They have little 
faith in the power of ideas, and ideas were now the power in the world. 
The aristocracy, resting on solid, visible and material standards, was 
slow to attach any importance to things of the mind; things invisible (p. 1 1 ) .  
In its resting on values not then in the modern movement, i n  its attaching 
importance to material objects rather than ideas, the aristocracy dis­
qualified itself for rule. The ruler must understand the movement of 
the era. 
Arnold made no direct mention of the lower classes as a possible 
ruling force in "Democracy. " In fact, he referred to them as still · n  a 
stage preparatory to taking a more active part in controlling their 
destinies {p. 1 5 ) �  Ho spoke of them more fully in their relationship to 
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the aristocracy, as a class flagging in spirit and despondent when 
contemplating a spectacle such as the aristocracy offered. In their 
attempts to rise above the poverty and misery of their lot, the impos­
sibility of attainment of the status Qf the aristocrat made any possible 
improvement seem cheap and small (p. 9 ) .  
In "Democracy, " one of Arnold' s  first commentaries o n  the middle 
class, attention was focused on two .aspects of this class : its antipathy 
to the State and its need for education. Trilling notes that Arnold 
believed that the immediate futur� lay with the middle class. In fact, 
he writes that Arnold' s fundamental idea, by which his political writing 
was govem�d, was his awareness of the cultural deficiency, or materialism, 
of the English middle class.43 
Arnold needed to explore the middle-class antipathy to the State in 
some depth because the stated purpose of his introduction, "Democracy, " 
was to promote just such a concept. He found two reasons for this 
middle class opposition. The first reason grew from the core of the 
class, the Protestant dissenters. In earlier times, Arnold admitted, the 
. aristocratic state government had used its power basely in many instances.  
They had been ready to help their friends and hurt their enemies 
especially in domestic concerns such as religious matters.  Such an 
aristocratic government had frequently given its support to the Anglican 
Church, the church of its class. Because of this intervention, the 
Puritan middle class had conceived a strong suspicion of the State.  
The State meant support of a church not their own, a religious practice 
they had abandoned. Small wonder, Arnold says, that such dislike developed. 
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The wonder lay in the extension of its suspicion of the State in church 
matters to suspicion of the state in any capacity (p. 20). 
Arnold could not understand this extended opposition to State-
action in all concerns. The cry of "Leave us to ourselves ! n · as expressed 
b1' the Puritans seemed the rejection of. assist�ce by those most in need 
of it. In this light Arnold expressed the benefits he foresaw for a 
middle class under a state as he envisioned it : 
For it is evident that the action of a diligent, an 
impartial and a national. government, while it can do 
little to better the condition, already fortunate 
enough, of the highest and richest class of its 
people, can really do much by institution and regu­
lation, to better that of the middle and lower 
classes (p. 21). 
•So it is not State-action in itself which the middle and lower classes 
of a nation ought to deprecate; it is · State-action exercised by a hostile 
class, and for their oppression (p.23). n 
Arnold explored the perimeters of a second explanation for middle­
class opposition to the State. In addition - to the past grievances of 
an unjust use of power, the basic individualistic nature of the English 
Puritan would admit of no restraint to his personal liberty, a liberty 
he viewed as a .sacred right sufferable to no violation. In its own 
opinion, the English middle class had secured its liberty for itself; 
the state of freedom and industry in Victorian England was of its making 
through the practical application of laissez faire economics. While 
admitting that the middle class had been a champion of liberty o action, 
Anlold warned that such liberty was not enough. "It is a fine thing to 
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secure a .f'ree stage and no favour; but, after all, the part which you 
plq on that stage will have to be criticized." And Arnold did criticize. 
It was worthy of the Puritan to champion free enterprise and liberty, 
which in themselves were valuable as �versal principles; however, the 
opinions which were fought for, the use to which liberty was directed, 
was of paramount importance to Arnold as well. "It is a very great thing 
to be able to think as you like; but, after all, an important .quest.ion 
remains : � you think (p.24 )." And the English midd1e class did not 
think as Arnold did; it did not relish a strong State power. 
In his examination of English class�s, Arnold was continually pointing 
out deficiences which deprived that particular class of the right to 
administer his "collective and corporate State." Aside from the middle 
class distrust of the State, he saw a second disqualifying deficiency 
in the lack or education in the middie class. Indeed,. 
the purpose of 
the remainder of the book "Democracyl' introduces was to convince the 
middle classes that they must reorganize their secondary instruction, 
to enlarge their perspectives and give the masses an ideal toward which 
. they could practically move.
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Arnold tied his argument for an effective State to the deficient 
middle-class education. He saw that the education of the Protestant 
Dissenter was narrow, ordered around a severe and restrictive existence 
and lacking in ariy national character. He believed that with the assistance 
of the State, the instruction for the class could be bettered at a 
moderate cost to the student. Such a gain was considerable, but to Arnold 
the real boon pr�sen·�ed its elf in the sense of belonging to a national. 
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seat of learning, of sharing in the best cultural life England had to 
offer. "It would really augment their self-respect and moral force; it 
would truly fuse them with the class above, and tend to bring about for 
th�m the equality which they are entitled to desire (p . 2 3 ) . "  F.ducation 
was a strong evolutionary force in ArnQld' s  view for it could accomplish 
by peaceful and enlightened methods what otherwise might be accomplished 
through revolution -- the . leveling of social classes · in England. The 
problem of the state of education in �he English mid�e class was, there­
fore, a vital concern for Arnold because, despite their shortcomings, he 
expected that the middle class would one day rule a democratic England 
and he felt they were unfit to do so as long as they remained uneducated. 
Of course, the role of education ·was primary in Arnold ' s  thinking, 
reflecting his long years as a school inspector. He believed that the 
contending social classes could be b�ught together by the power of an 
education with State affiliations. Such a view was not entirely based 
on theori eithe·r for non-aristocratic profe ssionals, such as lawyers and 
clergymen, who had been educated at what few national schools there 
were, had become more closely allied to the thoughts and manners of the 
aristocratic class. Arnold, himself, could be offered as an example. 
These avenues were not open to many, however; the costs were prohibitive 
and Arnold feared that unles s  the state created institutions with a 
national character which were available to the many and not the few, 
such a bond between the classes could never exi st. 4
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Arnold has been critici zed for his strong support of the St te, 
especially by his middle-class readers .  Oliver Elton points out that 
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•He was apt to have the State on the brain. He saw bow well the State 
might organize, but not how horribly it might meddle . .. 46 Walcott, . 
however, takes an opposing viewpoint when he writes :  
Arnold was choosing hopefully between the lesser of 
two dangers . In urging the reluctant middle class 
to accept the supremacy of the State,. he believed 
confidently that under the augmenting democratic 
movements of the day, the cautious beneficiary would 
di scover ample safeguards . The members of . the middle 
clas s might, in fact, dictate their own conditions 
and perfect their o�m. creature. 47 
Realizing that no class then composed was able to, or worthy of, 
taking the reins of State government, Arnold had to find a fit agency 
for that power and a method of developing that agency. The representative 
acting power of the State should be vested in the "best self, " one 
"whose action its intelligence and j�stice can heartily avow and adopt 
{p. 28 ) . "  Such a best self i s  but briefly mentioned in· this essay and 
is left for development in Culture and Anarchy. It seemed to be suf­
ficient here for Arnold to introduce the agency of power and more fully 
explain how it was to . be built. 
The "be st self" was to be nurtured through culture . "A fine culture 
is the complement of a high reason, and it is in the conjunction of both 
with character, with energy, that the ideal for men and nations i s  to 
be placed (p . 24 ) . n Culture was, to Arnold, the main need of English 
society. It was the diffusion of "the best that has been thought and 
said in the world" through the instrument of education.
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It was England ' s  
great want and her salvation. It could be spread through
 literature in 
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its power to create a habit of mind open to ideas . It was the opposite 
of the pedantry, party spirit and narrowness of the Dis senter.
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The 
Puritans were to be educated, relieved of their insularity through con­
tact with the cultural influences of great cultures such as France and 
Greece. SO It was in Greece that Arnold offered the prospect of the 
" spectacle of the culture of a people •••• It was the many who relished 
those arts, who 
.
were not satisfied with less than those monuments (p. 2.5 ) . " 
Arnold' s  concept of the best self was- the Englishman educated with the 
best literature in the world, the record of man ' s  achievements, who was 
to rule England. 
In s�ary, "Democracy" offers Arnold ' s view of democracy as a 
concept inevitable in its arrival but needful of a strong State power to 
.fumish it ideals and high standards as well as a restraining force 
against anarchy. He found the administrators for his .state in the 
cultured "best self" rather than in any one class. This acceptance of 
democracy and his preparation of the English people for a strong State 
to combat anarchy as well as his desire for education of the English 
. classes to rise to a best self are all keystones of his future socio-
political writings. 
The publication of Arnold' s  11 The :F\J.nction of Criticism at the Present 
Time, "  prompted a reply by the reviewer Fitzj ames Stephen. This reply, 
published in the Saturday Review on December 3, 1 864, was entitled "Mr. 
Matthew Arnold and Hi s Countrymen" ; it was intended to dispute Arnold ' s 
conclusions about the state of England. Stephen' s article led Arnold to 
write four days later to his mother:  
From anything like a direct answer, or direct con­
troversy, I shall religiously abstain; but here and 
there I shall take an opportunity of putting back this 
and that matter into its true light, if I think he 
bas pulled them out of it; and I have the idea of a 
paper for the Cornhill, about March, to be called, 
"My Countrymen, 11 and in which I may be able to say a 
number of things I want to say, about the course ot 
this Middle Class E.ducation matter amongst others.51 
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However, by the time that Arnold act,-ually publi.shed his essay 
"My Countrymen" almost fourteen months after its first inception, his 
original intent of replying to Stephens and of discussing middle class 
education had been replaced by a niore j.mportant purpose: to examine 
England's place in the modern world. He 'believed he should develop 
how England appeared to her foreign and domestic critics in light of 
the demonstrations and unrest in England preceding the Refonn Bill of 
1 867 .
>2 
England's place in the modern world was of paramount importance to 
Arnold.1 The value he set on England' s  preeminent position in world 
affairs is clearly discernible from a letter he wrote to his sister 
Frances in 1864: 
I have a conviction that there is a real, an almost 
inmdnent danger of England losing immeasurably in all 
ways declining into a sort of greater Holland, for 
want
' of what I must still call ideas, for want of per­
ceiving how the world is going and must go, and pre­
paring herself accordingly. This conviction haunts me, 
and at times even overwhelms me with depression; I would 
rather not live to see the chan�e come to pass, for we 
shall all deteriorate under it. While there i s  time 
I will do · all I can, and in every way, to '.?revent its 
coming to p as s .  Sometimes, no doubt, turning one self 
one way afte r  another one must make unsucces sful and 
unwise hits, and one may fail after all ; but try I 
must; and I lrnow that it is only by facing in every 
direction that one can win the day.53 
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Arnold' s  change in focus, based on his fear of England' s loss of 
prestige, was probably the result of a second trip to the European 
continent to investigate schools and universities. He appeared to have 
been struck by the inadequacies of England when compared with the 
countries he visited and feared that both America and Europe would bypass 
England as voices of authority and value in the modern world.54 
niv· Countrymen" appeared in the Cornhill in 1 866 as a separate 
essay and was republished as a part of Friendshi ' s  Garland in 1 871 • 
In its first appearance, it placed the blame for F.ngland' s  loss of prestige 
directly on the middle class. The method that he adopted to distribute 
the blame was a new device for Arnold. He took on the role of a "mock­
hwnble inquirer, " a poor Grub-Street journalist who was willing to 
listen to what foreign "friends" had to say about England. As McCarthy 
notes, such a device allowed Arnold much latitude for in less than four 
pag�s he had quoted' Mr. Mia11, a leading Dissenter, in a highly ironic 
.manner, had deprecatingly glanced at education for the middle class and 
first used the term 11Philistinism" in conjunction with the ndddle class. 55 
The publication of "My Countrymen" in February, 1 866, created a 
small uproar. Arnold felt obliged to follow its publication with a series 
of letters to the Pall Mall Gazette . It is these letters, written as a 
defense of· his ideas, which were published together with "My Countrymen" 
as Friendship' s  Garland in 1 871 . 56 
As has been mentioned, Arnold criticized England in Friendship' s 
Garland through the voices of foreign commentators, friends of the humble 
Arnold, a lowly attic-dwelling journalist. The leading commentator, a 
Prussian who introduces the concept of "Geist" was referred to as simply 
•a. professor" in "My Countrymen, " but .as the letters comprising Friendship' s 
Garland appear in the Pall Mall Gazette, the Prussian takes on a wider, 
more influential role and is introduced as Arminius. 57 Anninius Von 
Thunder-ten-Tronckh, the fictitious progeny of a family which had raised 
and expelled Candide, is the epitome of German intelligence. As a voice 
in the letters comprising Friends�ip' s  <,tarland, he expresses only short-
. 58 temperedness and contempt for the English people and their country. 
Arnold introduces Anninius in a letter published on July 21 , 1 866, as a 
"cultivated and .inquiring Prussian who had come to England to study our 
Politics, Fn.ucation, Local Government and Social Life. "  Letters appear 
irregularly during the years 1866 - 1'870 and Arminius • abrupt manners 
and disrespectful method of arguing and questioning became the vehicles 
for Arnold' s  strictures on a broad variety of topics, including foreign 
policy, compulsory education, the press and the Deceased Wife ' s  Sister 
Bin.S9 
As a book, McCarthy views Friendship' s Garland as a classic of 
Victorian irony and wit, but suffering from its profusion of topical 
allusions.60 Contemporary criticism also cormnented on Arnold' s  use of 
irony: " • • •  though Englishmen can benefit greatly from the self-critic sm 
!mold urges on them, he too often descends from his superb mastery of 
. 61 the rapier to breaking heads with cudgels. " It is  easy to agr e with 
McCarthy' s  assessment for Arnold' s attempt is a masterpiece of irony, 
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frequently subtle and tongue-in-cheek, but occasionally sharp and biting 
in its intent. Friendship' s Garland is a book which i s  enj oyable to read 
for its author ' s use of irony and wit, but again as McCarthy notes ,  a true 
appreciation of its points demands accompanying explanatory material for 
its historically topi cal allusions . 
Friendship' s Garland marks a shift in method and tone from his earlier 
social critici sm. Arnold ' s earlier critici sm, · especially that ' of a 
literary nature ,  had been based on a tfdislnterested" st�ce of the 
critic examining works on the basis of idea.a, allowing a free play of 
ideas to arrive at the heart of the matter. It was the position of a 
questioning . neutrality, a voicing of different views without a conscious 
approval of any one view. 62 £:!:iendship' s__Earland marks the advent of 
personalitie s  and irony. Much of Arnold ' s  energy in this book i s  devoted 
to creating a favorable impression of himself and an unfavorable impression 
of the personalities of his opponents. For this purpo se, Friendship' s 
Garland is a series of fictitious anecdotes of invented characters 
whose words and actions reflect a defective temper, a cultural wasteland 
in England. Through the arguments recorded in the letters, Arnold 
develops our notions or himself and his opponents. This is to a great 
extent a work which discredited popular English opinions, those which 
thwarted the growth of culture in England; the arguments of his characters 
are reduced to a level of absurdity in which the personalities and 
tempers of Arnold ' s opponents are reflected to their discredit. 
Arnold become s more polarized in his discussions here and sharp c.ontrasts 
are built between himself and those he wishes to criticize. Hollo
way 
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views this shift in method and tone as nat�al because he sees Arnold' s 
purpose to be a reconnnendation of one temper of mind and a condemnation 
of another through the indirect method of narrated conversation and 
incident rather than the direct method of proscription. 63 
The use of irony to inculcate a favorable . impres sion .of himself and 
to subtly undercut his opponents was of the utmost importance . One 
cannot read two pages without finding examples of irony used .for just 
such a purpo se. The editorial conun.ent which precedes · "My Countrymen, " 
the first essay in Friendship' s  Garlang, begins the irony: 
Much as I owe to hi s [Arminius '} intellect, I cannot 
�elp but sometimes regretting that the spirit of 
youthful paradox which led me originally to question 
the perfections of my countrymen, should have been, 
as it were prevented from dying out by my meeting, 
six years ago, with Anninius. The Saturday Review, 
in an article called "Mr. Matthew Arnold and his 
Countrymen" had taken my correction in hand, . and I 
was in a fair way of amendment, when the intervention 
of Anninius stopped the cure, and turned me, as has 
been often said, into a mere mouthpiece of this dog­
matic young Prussian. It was not that I did not 
often dislike hi s spirit and boldly stand up to him; 
but, on the whole, my intellect6�
as ( there is no use 
denying it ) overmatched by his �  . 
Phrase after phrase reflects thi s deprecation of himself, his l ack of 
intellect, and his lack of insight about important matters . But each 
ironic belittlement truly reflects the opposite and Arnold masterfully 
builds his image at the expense of hi s  opponents . 
Arnold ' s  purpose in "My Countrymen" was to show how England appeared 
to foreign viewers ,  whether their opinion of England coincided with 
England ' s own opinion. such a · purpose he explicitly stated early in 
his essay, and he examined England' s stated opinion of itself via its 
newspapers and leading middle-class Dissenters. He quotes Sir Thomas 
Bazley: "During the last few months, • •• there had been a cry that 
middle-class education ought to receive more attention. He confessed 
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himself very mu.ch surprised by the clamour that was raised. He did 
not think that class need excite the sympathy either of the legislature 
or the public. " From another source, Mr. Miall, he quotes :  " •• •  this 
section of the connnunity, which has done everything so well, -- which 
has · astonished the world by its energy, enterprise, and self-reliance, 
which is continually striking out new paths of industry and subduing the 
forces of �ature . . . . 11 Again, from the Daily News, he quotes, "A11 the 
world lrnows that the great middle class of this country supplies the 
mind, the will and the power for all the great and good things that have 
to be done ••••  (p. 5 ) . "  From these newspapers, Arnold quickly develops 
the current English opinion of itself and it is certainly a high one. 
In fact, Arnold' s own opinion, as an Englishman, was somewhat different. 
He believed that the average Victorian was too prone to believe in the 
. fineness and superiority of the socia1 and political circumstances of 
England.65 He perceived that the English saw what they wanted to see 
and ignored that which did not support their high self-concept. They 
easily praised the splendors of their middle-class eXistence but lacked 
the honesty to see "themselves as they really were. " Just such a 
shortcoming was one of the primary deficiencies which Arnold sought to 
point out.66 
Arnold could not himself contradict the high opinions expressed in 
· the newspaper quotations without incurring an angry obstinacy on the part 
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of his readers; therefore, he turned to Europe, to a foreign assessment 
of the English middle class$
67 
In a few brief quotations, he establishes 
the gist of foreign opinion. From Prussia, he heard, "It is not so much 
that we dislike England, as that we think little of her. " From a German 
newspaper, he read, "England will probably make a fuss, but what England 
thinks is of no importance. H From France, an English ally, he read, 
nLet us speak to these Englishmen th.e only language they can comprehend. 
England lives for her trade; Cholera interrupts trade; therefore it is 
:tor England' s interest to jo:tn in _precau:t:tons against Cholera (p. 8 } .  11 
Such opinions as Arno .< presented h� �ounter current English opinion 
of their W<?rld position would only meet wlth the imperturbable self­
satisfaction of the middle class, but he wanted them to accept what he 
believed: that the England left by Palmerston' s death in 186 5 was a 
third-rate power, eclipsed by France and .America. Hav:ing stated his 
view of England' s world positi.on, Arnold sought to analyze why such an 
event occurred before a possible change could be initiated. 
In his view, the credit, or discredit, .ror England ' s world prestige 
. lay directly with the middle class. Despite the fact that aristocrats 
occupied the executive offices of Victorian England, Arnold believed 
that every foreign nation was aware that the emerging middle class 
actually dictated the policies .  Such a reversed state in which a weak 
aristocracy administered, with constant anxiety about the reactions of 
a strong middle class, resulted in confusion and inappropriate foreign 
policy. Having mishandled Germany and the United States during the 
CiVil War, Englai1d di splayed a number of faults :  
And, in general, the faults with which :foreigners 
reproach us in the matters named, --rash engagement, 
intemperate threatening, undignified retreat, ill­




by nature in such concerns prudent, reticent, 
dignified, sensitive on the point of honour; they 
are rather the faults of a rich middle class, ­
testy, absolute, ill-acqua:i.nted with foreign matters, 
a little ignoble, very dull to perceive when it is 
making itsel£ ridiculous ( p.1 1) . 
· 
The preceding quotation is indicative of the general trend of an 
ease in listing the virtues rather than ·the vices of the . aristocracy 
which Patrick McCarthy sees in Arnold 1 s wr:i. ting. When listing the 
merits of various classes, McCarthy · says · those of the aristocracy came 
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easiest _to Arnold' s mind : " • •• their power of manners and power of 
beauty, their ability and pertinacity as adJninistrators, their generous 
dealings with subordinates, their goodness despite the falseness of 
their position.n 68 Criticism was also
.
directed at Arnold during his own 
time for the same reason. Arnold wrote to his mother about a critic 
named Lingen :  " ••• he thinks I w·ant to exalt the actual aristocracy at 
th.e expense of the Dii.ddle class, which is a total mistake, though I am 
.obliged to proceed in a way which might lead a hasty and angry reader to 
think so.n 69 It was not as vital for Amold to detail the vices or the 
aristocracy because he felt that they were not the power to contend with 
in England. The real rulers were the middle class and those people were 
in nee·d of criticism if they were to handle their new power ably and 
reasonably� 
Having established his premise that the middle class was to blam
e 
for England' s lowered position because they were in actuality England' s 
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rulers, Arnold sought to educate his readers with an explanation of 
the errors that caused such a decline. He offered two basic reasons, 
both of which were maj or shortcomings in the middle class and in need 
or. correction before England could regain her true role. The first 
reason was the middle class promotion of insularity; the second, the 
lack of intelligence, of perception of t. e movement of the modern world. 
Of course, the second reason was a continuation of Arnold ' s  e arlier 
social critici sm of the lack of education in the middle clas s .  
Arnold, Alexander notes , was acutel aware o f  England ' s  insularity 
and saw it as the underlying weakness in many areas of English life , 
especially Engli sh intellect and English politic s . 70 This criticism · 
of England ' s insularity, as a middle-class political stance, was a major 
issue because insularity viola·ted Arnold 1 s conception of culture . The 
belief that culture i s  cosmopolitan in nature unifie s  much of hi s work. 
The Engli sh were too concerned with things English and i gnored the 
. thought and experience of other countries . Such a contempt for foreign 
contributions reflected one-sided concerns and neglected the total 
man. 
7 1  
It is i n  this respect that Arnold ' s  desire for cosmopolitanism. 
related to his . concept of the powers that contribute to the rational 
modern man. In Culture and Anarchy, Arnold enumerates four such powers :  
the power of conduct, the power of beauty, the power of intelligence and 
the power of manners . However, in Friendship' s Garland, Arnold limits 
hi s discussion to three powers : conduct, intelligence and beauty. 
Whatever the number �r powers that are incorporated in the modern man, 
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Arnold saw these powers as virtues or particul� nations. By practicing 
a policy of isolation, England was neglecting intercourse with foreign 
ideas and values that promot d three of man's needed powers. As 
Arnold said, "Human nature is built up by these powers; we have the 
need for them all • • •  the several powers � o o are not isolated, but there is 
•• • •  perpetual tendency to relate th m one to another in divers ways. n72 
Arnold saw Italy as foremos·t in beauty; Ge:t .. many was first in intelligence 
( hence the Prussian Anni us ) ;  France_ :rei.gned in the power or social 
lit� and manners while England ·lfas pre=em.i.nent in the power of cond�ct.7 3  
To practice isolation was to G�ipple tha g�wth o f  modern m an  in England 
as well as continue her lowered world status ;  therefore, Arnold was 
forceful in his condemnation of such a practice. 
Arnold's second critici sm of the middle class in "My Countrymen" 
was its lack of intelligence, its inability to perceive the way the 
world was moving. The aristo cracy had once had the secret of the era. 
The secret or 1 81 5, the secret of force9 had defeated France's intention 
to dominate a European Confederacy of its own making, and because England 
had possessed the secret, the world had followed . But sadly Arnold saw 
that the world's secret was no longer the force of an aristocracy and 
England did not know the new secret0 74 As one of Arnold ' s foreigners 
said: . 
We believed in you fo r a good while ; but gradually, 
it began to dawn on us that the era for which you 
had the secret was over, and that a �ew . e ra
, for 
which you had not the secret was beginning . The work 
of the old era was • •• a work of force ••• • You were a 
d d . d • t  But then great ari sto cratic al  power, an i 1 • . 
came an era with another work ••• the work of making 
human life, hampered by a past which it  has out­
grown, natural and rational. This i s  a work of 
intelligence, and • • •  since the world has been steadily 
moving this way, you seem to have lost your secret, 
and we are gradually ceasing to believe in you (pp. 1 4-1 5 ) . 
As Arnold' s  foreigner continues, he professes a belief that the English 
middle class bears the full weight of responsibility and must use its 
intelligence to cope with it. But, England' s  middle · class has a definite 
lack of intelligence; in fact, the fo;rei gner says, " • • •  intelligence,  in 
the true sense of the word, your middle class has absolutely none (pp. 1 4-1 5 ) . "  
The middle-class insularity and lack o.f intelligence, then, had 
relegated England to a lowered world position and endangered its 
ability to follow the modern movement. 
England ' s middle class could counter-argue that it did follow the 
modern movement, as Arnold saw it, to· make life more rational, natural 
and satisfying.  Arnold takes the middle-class position and defends their 
achievements to the foreign critic ;  he points to their development of 
industry and wealth . Such a stance as he takes allows the foreign critic 
to return with an indictment of English life that again reflects its 
neglect of the powers, as mentioned earlier, that develop· modern man. 
He cited examples of the misery of the common people, stifling in poor 
quarters and subj ect to the degradations of poverty. He moved on to 
indict the middle class and illustrated how their enj oyments even 
negate the development of the powers contributing to modern life : 
The finene ss and capacity of a man ' s  spirit i s  �hown 
by his enj oyments : your middle class has an
.
enJo�ent 
in its business,  we admit, and gets on well in business,  
and. makes money; but beyond that ? Drugged with business,  your middle class seems to have its sense 
blunted for any stimulus besides except religion • 
it has a religion, narrow, unintelligent, repulsive 
• • •  what other enj oyments have they? The newspapers, 
a sort of eating and drinking which are not to our 
taste • • •  and in their evenings, for a great treat a 
lecture . on teetotalism or nunneries. Can any life 
be imagined more hideous, more disma:i, more unenvi­
able (pp. 1 8-1 9 ) . 
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It was Arnold ' s i· tent to enl ighten the middle class for the 
right perfonnance of its h:.i.st .. oric role� As 'frilling notes, the whole 
intention of his criticism was to increas the consciousness and imagi­
nation of this class  1 to gi've it a percept.ion of the movement of the 
world. 75 He had hoped in this essay to show that England was losing 
ground because it did not know the movement of the world and did not 
76 choose to participate in, or observe, it� 
The second essay in Friendshi.E.' s Garland was occasioned by a reply 
to "My Countrymen" published in the 1:!1Ll!tfil Gazette on March 1 4  and 1 7 , 
1 866. Signed by "Horace, "  they expressed the opinion that English 
liberty was superior to the Napoleonic tyranny of the French government, 
- and that Anlold was overly smitten by F'rance and foreign customs. Arnold 
felt an obligation to respond to such statements and he wrote his 
mother :  " I was glad to have an opportunity to disclaim that positive 
admiration of things foreign, and that indifference to English freedom, 
which have often been imputed to me • • • •  " The response, entitled " A 
Courteous Explanation" was published on March 20, 1 866. 77 
As Arnold ' s letter to hi s mother indicated, the essay "A Courteous 
Explanation" had two basic obj ectives.  These obj ectiv
es  were a disclaimer 
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of partiality to the French nation and an explanation of his thoughts on 
English liberty. Both of these purposes are correlated with aspects of 
his social views . In Arnold ' s attempt to dispute the critic s  who saw 
h� as unpatriotic7 8 and pro-European, he more fully explicated his 
theory of national charact.erlstics which as introduced in "My Countrymen" 
as a method of broadening mi tldle-class ·vifYWS through a cosmopolitan 
culture . Arnold s aw different i1ations as embodiments of different 
characteristi c s .  Therefore different v:trt.u s and faults could be 
disce.mible in certain nations (JI Measures that would be of value to one 
country might be of ham t,o another. ln .v:iewing the virtues of France, 
then, Arnold believed that h wes serving England for French virtues 
were not those of the English. Arnold said : " But what makes me look 
at France and the French with such inexhaustible curiosity and indulgence 
is this, -- their faults are not ours� �o we are not likely to catch 
them; their merits are not ours, so we a:re not likely to become idle and 
self-suffici ent from studying them (pp. 13-34 ) . "  Instruction was to had 
from observation; therefore , a specific purpose was achieved by observing 
foreign nations such as France . 
It has been pointed out by Holloway, and with some justifi.cation, 
that Arnold ' s view of national characteristics is somewhat simpli stic .  
It allowed Arnold to view nations and people, t o  his advantage, a s  a 
combination of distinct and observable virtues and vices ;
79 however, a 
view such .as Arnold ' s, if accepted literally, i s too limited and it 
reduces people of varied moralities and motivations within an im� ginery 
boundary line to a lump heading, a collective listing of virtues
 and 
vice s .  If read a s  symbols for the powers h e  wished t o  cultivate in 
England, however, they take on an additional degree of clarity when 
associated with a known group of people . 
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The topic of Engli sh liberty was somewhat connected with national 
characteri sti c s .  Arnold believed that liberty was a virtue of the Engli sh 
from observation of which the French ntlght benefit, but not the English 
because liberty was an accompli shed f'act. or the Engl!°sh and to dote 
upon it was "idle and self-suffici ento-" The boasting of freedom and 
the ability to do as one pleased were nO' .t in themselves �· virtue, but 
. 80 the resultant achievements were the sourct". of pride . 
It i s  in " A  Courteous Explanation" that Arnold began his metaphorical 
tail of liberty. He said of this tail : w � · � I admit the French have 
lost their tails,  and that I pity them for it . I rej oice that the English 
have kept theirs . I think our • true polit c al liberty' a beautiful, 
bushy obj ect, and whoever say·s I do not think so slanders me ( p . 35 ) . "  
But, continued Arnold, i s  it then England ' s  proper course to speak only 
of her tail in order to oblige those who se tails were absent or not as 
bushy. It would be of benefit, he said, if the whole human body was 
composed of nothing but tails ; however, such was not the case . Hearts 
and heads had to be considered as well . In fact, Arnold saw "there was 
a danger of our trading too extensively upon our tails , and, in fact , 
running to tail altogether. I determined to try and preach up the 
improvement and decoration of our heads ( p. 35 ) . "  Liberty, as a national 
Virtue , was not to be regarded as an end in itself, as claptrap, but as 
the means to the end of perfection. Arnold feared the Engli sh would not 
.see the goal, but o�y one of the steps . 
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Friendship' s  Garland, it seems, as a result of Arnold' s need to 
reply to the social and political policies of the English people. Having 
written "A Courteous Explanation, "  Arnold was content to leave such a 
mo�e of expression behind ui1til he wa� prompted to deliver judgment on 
the English position in the Austro-Prussian War. Each letter which 
follows "A Courteous Explanation" then lri prompted by English policy and 
is Arnold 1 s social criticism of .. a particnlar stance or position. There 
are twelve letters which make up the remainder or Friendship' s Garland . 
Any letter which makes a spec fi.·c social c11.ticism or advances a teaching 
of Arnold' s will be discussed. 
Letter I ,  "I Introduce Anninius and t Geist ' to the British Public" 
was a response to an article by Goldwin. Smith on the role England should 
play in the Austro-Prussian War. Lett,er I was published July 21 , 1 866, 
five days after Smith' s article.
81  In 11:1LJ response, Arnold introduced 
three names, all of which are referred 'to throughout Friendship' s Garland 
and are of special interest to the English mi ddle class : Mr. Bottles, 
•0e1st, 11 and Arminius . 
Mr. Bottles first appeared in f!:!..endship1 s  Garland as a passenger in 
the same railroad car compartment with Arminius and Arnold. Arno d 
described him as " • • •  one of our representative industrial men ( something 
in the bottle way),  a famous specimen of that great middle class whose 
energy and self-reliance make England what it is, and who give the tone 
to our Parliament and our policy (p. 38 ) . "  Mr. Bottles is  of significance 
for Arnold. In him Arnold embodies what he saw as the archetypal ' 
Philistine Dissenter, whose shortcomings had been confinned by weal
th 
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and succes s . 82 He is the future ruler of England and his devotion to 
slogans, wealth and trade had to be reveaJ.ed as meaningless when examined 
in the light of reason. He was the vehi cle which Arnold used to show the 
middle class what it was, in the hope . that he might show them how to 
change . 
Mr. Bottles offended the Prussian int.ellectual, Arminius ,  with 
his inability to grasp the situation su1�otL�ding the Austro-Prussian 
War. In his ignorance, Bottles was f\rrJ.ctir.nrl.ng as a SYJn:bol of his class.  
Anninius, as Arnold ' s mouthpiece , J>l"ov-.ided the harsh indictment of 
Bottles :  " The dolt ! the dunderhead ! 1T. s Jgnorance of what make s  nations 
great, his i gnorance of what- makes l ife wo1"'th living, his ignorance of 
everything except bottle s , -.....those infernal bottle s !  (pp . 38-39 ) "  Such 
was Arnold ' s general judgment of the middle class. Devotion to machinery, 
to external obj ects and an exi stence predicated on slogans of lioerty, 
wealth and trade resulted in ignorance ., As xpress ed in his earlier 
works, the middle clas s was in need of education and in need of the 
84 ability to obj ectively see themselves for what they were . 
It fell to Anninius to explicate the pre sent power in the world, the 
unifying element between nations . That power was " Geist" and England was 
markedly deficient in it. " Geist" was intelligence and Anninius saw the 
Victory of " Gei st over Ungeist" as the movement in the world. Intelli­
gence of the world movement, a pe rception of the direction societies were 
evolving, was " Geist . " " Gei st" found its focal point in the French 
Revolution whi ch was de structive of old creeds and social fonns that had 
outlived thei r  purpo se . The Revolution was the expre s sion of force s 
alive in Eu.rope to new social fonns and orders and, as such, was the 
epitome of "Geist. 1185 Arminius was adamant in his denial of " Geist" 
to England. It was denied its existence by the class symbolized in 
Bottles.  He was able to  allocate it  to  other nations but rigorously 
declined to honor it as an English virtue : 
We North-Gennans have worked for " Lieist11 in our way, 
by loving knowledge, by having the be st-educated 
middle and lower clas s in the world • • • •  France has 
" Geist" in her demo cracy and Prussia in her . education. 
Where have you got 1.t ? • • •  Yourl ';ommon people i s · bar­
barous; in your middle clas s  "Ungei.st" is rampant; and, 
as for your ari stocracy, you know " Geist " is forbidden 
by nature to flourish :i.n an a>:�istocracy {p. 41 ) • 
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" Geist" was Arnold' s  medication to cure a nation drugged on its own 
worth, on its liberty, wealth and success _. England was moving into the 
modern world shackled by an outmoded class s·t.ructure and .an uneducated 
new ruling class.  " Geist, " a perception of the world movement, was a 
necessary acquisition for the English . Arminius summed it up : "Great 
�vents are happening in the world, and. o . England will be compelled to 
speak at last. It would be truly sad if, when she does speak, she should 
·talk nonsense.  To prevent such a disaster, I will give you this piece 
of advice, with which I take my leave : Get ' Gei st ' ! (p.42 ) "  
Letter V "I Communicate a Valuable Exposition by Anninius, of the , _ 
System of Tenant-Right in Prus sia" reflects Arnold ' s concern about the 
Irish land tenure matt�r, a situation of much importance at the time. 
Arnold wrote to his sister from Prussi a :  "Tell William [ Forster] that 
the effect on the people and property of Prus si a of the land measures • • •  
of Stein, the great Prussian mini ster, seems to me one of the mo st important 
things for a politican to study, with Irish tenant right a present 
question in England .... .. 86 The second Irish matter, that of the disestab­
lishment of the Anglican Church in Ireland is treated in Culture and 
Anarchy. This letter was a development of the Prussian reform measure , 
although it is a matter of debate whether Arnold advocated adoption of 
the same measures for England or simply �1ahed to expand English thinking 
on the subject. Direct advocacy was nut �1 common Amoldian tactic, 
but viewing matters in sev ral ways , 'by 't·he light of reason, was a 
typical approach. Besides illuminating the land question, Arnold 
described for his readers o·ch Arzni . .  1� S" · Hnd themselves. 
Anni�us, whose ill temper i;) repeatedly provoked by the English 
betrayal of the fundamental s  of democracy and their preference of custom 
and prejudice to reason and intelligence, was described by Arnold.8
7 
Anninius•s personal appearance has no d1 rect effect on. Arnold's social 
commentary, but the generally favorable appearance was an indirect method 
or persuasion. It was another example of Arnold's self-promoting, since 
Arminius is his voi·ce, while denigrating his opponents. Arminius appeared 
. to be squarely built, with a thatch of unruly blond hair, clean-shaven 
except for a whitish-brown moustache. His apparel included a rough pilot­
coat into whose pockets he habitually stuffs his hands. Arminius was 
described when astonished at England ' s  analysis of Prussian land refonn. 
Amazed, once again, at the middle-class ignorance, Arminius launched into 
one of Arnold's first attempts to define and classify the Philistine. 
" ·'My dear friend, 1 says he, 1 of the British species of the grea
t genus 
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Philistine there are three main varities .  There i s  the religious Philistine, 
the well-to-do Philistine, and the rowdy Philistine (p . 58 ) ' "  
Arnold ' s  meaning of the term "Philistine" seems to be broad enough 
to allow a great deal of latitude in �nter�retation. Arnold, himself, 
offers definitions and characteristics· in abundance in Culture and Anarchy, 
but elsewhere he al so sought �o correc�t.ly si.ngle out the Philistine . 
From his notebook for 1 865, he noted t.ha:t1 Philistini.sm stood askew in 
several ways. He wrote, "On ·the side of b(J�:uty and taste, vulgarity; on 
the side of morality and feeling,, co,arser.ess;  on the side of mind and 
spirit, unintelligence . 11
88 
He reiterate
·� his maj or criticisms in his 
notebook for 1 879 : " The British middle class present s : A defective type 
of religion, a narrow range of intellect and knowledge, a stunted sense 
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of beauty, a low standard of manners . u  McCarthy has clas sified 
Philistinism into two categories -- a non-professional. middle-class person, 
usually a Diss·enter or a coarse, narrow, one-sided person regardless of 
rank.
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It is probable that Arnold was crusading against McCarthy' s first 
type of· Phili stine and that the second is an outgrowth of Arnold ' s work 
into later writers . 
Arnold ' s treatment of the Philistine has brought criticism. McCarthy 
believed that Arnold was scarcely obj ective about the Philistine middle 
class .  H e  saw a failure of sympathy i n  Anlold1 s entire .
treatment of 
the class. The tenn when used by Arnold became one of opprobr
ium and 
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lacked the obj e ctivity and reasonableness which Arnold preached. McCarthy, 
in The Three Classes wrote :  
We cannot avoid the impression that though he met 
and observed them, he did not know them and could 
not love them. He never speaks to them without 
c·ondescension. We mark the slightly uplifted eye­
brow, the not-quite-suppressed smile. And we note 
that he is never more maddeningly superior than 
when he protests that he is a simple, straight­
forward person. 92 
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John Shepard Eels comments that PhilistiN3 i.s an expres sive term that 
describes a frame of mind, not a class.  Eels goes further and states 
that Philistinism describes Arnold ' s  own frame of mind about the class 
so labelled. 93 · Both critics have a �al1.d 1 oint if o�e assesses  Arnold' s  
attitude toward the middle class as na.rn:Y�i and lacking in objectivity, 
and it is not difficult to presen·t evidmie�� of Arnold' s  lack of under­
standing for the Dissenter' s values . 
The Pall Mall Gazette took a pos::t t:lon against compulsory education 
in its November 8, 1 866, issue.,, A contrlbutor to the same paper wrote a 
few days later : "The evidence is confli.cting as to the working of com­
pulsory education abroad, and we want soma light on the method of its 
enforcement. I wish Mr. Arnold would ask his friend ' Anninius • about it. " 
Apparently Arnold did, for two letters on the subject were published on 
. April 20 and 22, 1867, in which Arminius expresses Arnold ' s views; the 
letters, numbers VI and VII ,  were entitled, " I  Become Entrusted with the 
Views of Anninius on Compulsory :Education" and "More About Compulsory 
E;ciucation. 1194 
In Letter vr, .Arnold was able to comment sharply on the inadequacies 
or the current educational system in England, and in letter VII, Arnold 
defined compulsory education and how it would operate. T
he backdrop for 
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Arnold ' s  social views on education was a fictitious tri al  in the country. 
Presided over by Viscount Lumpington, Rev. Es sau Hittal and Mr. Bottles, 
the court was trying a poacher named Zepharrl.ah Diggs .  Arnold di scussed 
Digg • s circumstances of poverty and t�e fact that Diggs had a houseful 
of children who were uneduca ed. This· case alone was enough to merit 
compulsory education, Arnold said, so tha:t -the gap between the lower 
class and the educated and intelligent upper class e s  could be lessened. 
It was Anninius who quicldy noted ·t. iat. England had no such educated 
and intelligent class, and he set out to prove it in the cases of the 
three magistrate s, each having a differen�t. educational background and 
e ach proving to be either deficient or too exclusive .  I n  this manner, 
Arnold was able to lessen opposition to compulsory education by showing 
that the pre sent system was inadequate . None of the three magistrates 
were educated, by Arnold ' s standards , and yet they had. · the responsibility 
for passing judgments .  
Vi scount Lumpington, the first magi strate, was a peer o f  old family 
and wealth .  Having attended Eton and followed a classical curriculum, 
he then attended Ox.ford. Arnold saw Eton as a fine school, but restrictive 
in its capacity and cost. Only the few, and those few wealthy, could 
have the advantage of an Eton education. With wealth to gain hi s education, 
Lumpington pre s sed on to Oxford, where hunting and sports were hi s maj or 
interests ( pp .69-70 ) .  Arnold saw Lumpington • s  education to be lacking . in 
two ways .  First, if the school s were good, they were too few. Second, 
the love of sports, whi ch Arnold saw as an aristocratic charac
teristic, 
occupied mo st of the college training period . Nurtured
 on clas sics and 
gymnastics, 
_
LlllTlpington was unprepared to take a responsible, educated 
position. 
The Rev. Essau Hittal was placed on the foundation at Charterhouse 
by . his uncle and from there accompanied Lumpington to Oxford. His 
education at Oxford drew the s ame critici.sm. as · Lumpington • s . Having 
been asked by Arminius what Hlt;taJ and Lmnpington had learned at Oxford, 
Arnold replied : 
••• during their ·three years at. ftdord they were so 
much occupied wi t,; .. , (> � .  h.unti.n.g that. there was no great 
opportunity to judgt� .. But fo1� ·  my part, I have always 
thought that their both getting· t,heir degree at last 
with flying colours, after three weeks of a famous 
coach for fast men, four nights 'Without going to bed, 
and an incredible consumption of wete towel s ,  strong 
cigars·, and brandy-and-water, was one of the most 
astonishing fea:lis u  (p .  70 ) .  
Not only was Hittal ' s  Ox.foz education a source of critici sm, but al so 
the method of his education at Charterhouse.. Arnold saw that the current 
means of appointment to foundation schools was un.fair and rife with self­
interest. The fictitious Mr. Hittal was appointed by hi s uncle, a trustee 
.or the school, and was the youngest of six nephews all of whom had been 
appointed by the same uncle . Arnold ironically commented on the p�ejudiced 
method of appointment : 
• • • we English have no notion of your bureaucratic 
tyranny of treating the appointment s to t?ese gre a� 
foundations as public patronage , and �es�ing them in 
a re sponsible mini ster; we ve st th em in independent 
magnate s who reli eve the State of all work and 
responsibility, and never take a shilling of salary 
for their trouble ( pp. 69-70 ) .  
. I 
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Anlold would certainly have traded places with the Prussians on the matter 
of foundation appointments. 
The education of Mr. Bottles, previously introduced in Letter I, 
was of a different strain. Ed� cated at Lycurgus House Academy, Bottles 
was the student of the modern, but ficti t,j_ous, Archimedes Silverpump. Of 
Silverpump• s system, the be�t r.ri ticism m.s Bottle ' s  own praise : "Original 
man, Silverpump ! fine mind ! fine system ! None of your antiquated rubbish­
all practical work-latest disco-verles in science-mind constantly kept 
excited-lots of interesting exper:imeni· s--lights of all colours-fizz ! 
fizz ! bang ! bang ! That ' s  what I call form1ng a man. n But the man formed 
by such an education, neglectful of ArnoJ d � s prescription of· acquaintance 
with "the best 'that has been thought and said in the world" was inadequate.  
He came to  be  the typical Philistine -- na r w, uneducated and ac-
quainted only with his paper and the prea �hings of his Baptist minister 
(pp. 70-71 ) . 
Letter VII is a direct statement of t.he pri.nciple of compulsory 
education as advocated by Arnold and its necessity for equal application­
Aniold saw compulsory education as a bar or condition which must be 
satisfied before a person could be fit for his desired position. The 
Principle was applicable to all classes, not only the lower uneducated 
class. It was as malicious a disservice to have magistrates such as the 
three at lli_ggs ' trial as it was to have Diggs ' children without any educa­
tion. It was insufficient for the magistrates to have attended school. 
Their class assured them of that opportunity. It was necessary for them 
to have studied and trained for the particular function they were fil
ling.  
Nothing had qualified them as magistrates and such a lack was as dis­
turbing to Arnold as Diggs ' total lack of education for hi s  peasant 
children {pp.72-73 ) .  
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For Arnold, education of the English, particularly the middle class , 
was always a vital concern. Educationi of <�emrse, was related to his 
position as inspector and it occupied a grc.?at deal of hi s  time. &iucation 
and the social and political organi zation behind it were issues that 
Arnold constantly returned to 1� t.hp, - 1 H6o� a s.nd 1 870' .s .  95 
Following the publication. of Lett�e1"' VII,  there i s  a two-year lapse 
before Letter VIII appears . In this t:Une-spra1 Arnold published the whole 
of Culture · and Anarch • 96 The letters which follow Culture and Anarchy 
dealt with pending legislation, such as the Deceased Wife t' s  Sister Bill 
and English policy abroad. Taken as a group, they do not offer much 
that is new for Arnold readers and the latter two to three letters are 
concerned with a respectable demise for Arminiu.s . Arnold had sent 
Arminius as a soldier to the Franco-German War. As such, Anninius ill-
temperedly continued to comment on the farcical position of England, ruled 
· by her 11Ungeist" middle class. However, English reaction to aspects of 
the War and the possible fall of Paris had given too serious a turn to 
the events on which Anninius vented his irony. Before the comedy turned 
sour, Arnold felt necessitated to kill Anninius . 97 Struck by a random 
bullet while on sentry duty, Arminius fell victim to the battle, ironically 
dead before battle, without struggle, glory or reason � (p .346 ) .  With 
Arminius •  death, Friendship' s Garland was finished. 
Friendship' s Garland had provided Arnold with a somewhat gracious 
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method of attack on the English middle class for several years. In this 
time span, several important opinions and concepts were introduced or 
discussed. Among those or · importance were his opinion of England' s  flagging 
world position and the placement of blame for such a decline· on the 
middle class attitude of insularity and i·t.s lack of intelligence. He 
also offered Anninius • remedy of 11 Geistet a.3 a corrective for the middle 
· class and England, in general� Other con(..�epts introduced were those of 
national characteristics, the p�wers 'whil�h contribute. to modern man, and 
compulsory education. Most, if not. a.ll,� of the opinions expressed had 
one unifying aim -- the transf onnation of the Philistine into an enlightened 
' 98 and reasoning being able to take up the :r�e:i.ns of government. 
Critics va:ry in their evaluation 6-'::lf ,erJ�endship' s Garland. Saints bury 
saw the book as the work of a convinced re.former and apostle. He believed 
it was evident that the satirist had a serious side to· avow, but · that the 
exact purpose he espoused was not clear� In searching for a philosophy, 
Saintsbury saw nothing tangible in the book.99 Holloway, in The Victorian 
Sage, comments on the negative approach Arnold took in this work. His 
.main direction was to deprecate the crude, to regret the narrowness or 
excess of his countrymen. Holloway agrees with Saintsbury that his 
statements are conunonplace, familiar and not directive.
1 00 However, 
Holloway maintains that reading A.mold was not just a matter of content 
or paraphrasable meaning, but it was the whole texture of his writing which 
constituted an experience for the reader.
1 01 It is in Arnold' s  ability 
to arouse a reader to perceptions of a better approach to life and in his 
ironic wit salted throughout his writing that much of Arnold' s  attraction 
lies. If he had advocated direct programs rather than a manner of outlook 
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and a habit of reasoning, much of enduring interest would h�ve been lost 
to topics of passing importance. Instead, the posture of reason and 
objectivity never loses its season. 
. . 
Chapter Three : �!!!_and Anarchy 
Late in the spring of 1 867 , Matthew Arnold delivered hi s final 
lecture as Profe ssor of Poetry at Oxford Dni 1rersi ty. The · top i c  cho sen 
for thi s final addre s s  to an Oxford audierH�e was " Culture and Its 
Enemie s . " 
1 02 The next ye ar, 1 868J Arr.w.ld continued the argument con­
cerning the quality of ci vili. zation in l'�orit.e:mporary England and his 
sugge stions for improving that quality tn �:i. series of papers on 11 Anarchy 
and Authority. " The se papers were .ArnoJ..cl ? :;  rnaj or undertaking for the 
year and appe ared s eri ally in t,he �l magazine.. They related so 
closely to Arnoid ' s clo sing lecture a·1.1 O� ford that in 1 869 they were 
1 0 -:-j oined t o  fo nn Culture and Anarch • _.J 
Thi s book publi shed in 1 869 is the mo st complete expo sition of 
Arnold ' s social and political views .
·l Oh .!L�tJ:,re and Anarchy proj ects 
the vi sion of a po s sible future reconciliation between the impulse s 
that battle within both man and society.
1 05 It expresses Arnold ' s  
· main concern with the humaniz ation of man in society
1 06 
by the powers 
of culture , which are sweetne s s  and light . It was hi s intention to 
show how much England had come to undervalue those qualities of culture 
and also . to show the evil s in the mind of man and in the life of the 
al - . 1 07 society whi ch re sulted from thi s underv uing . 
Arnold, himself, very succinctly states that " the who
le s cope of 
the e ssay is to recommend culture as the great help out o
f our pre sent 
difficulties • • • • 11 1 08 w· t 1 bin the suppo sedly urisystematic way mo st 
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suitable to hi s taste and powers, Arnold intended to inquire "what 
culture really i s, what good i"t· can do, what is our own spe cial need 
or it ; and • • •  [what are] some plain grounds on which a faith in culture 
• • •  may re st securely {pp(!l> 88""B9 ) � tt J t,hn Shep� Eels sees. thi s faith 
in culture and hi s que st fox· i·t as the ff'l.m:rnat .. ion of the best years of 
hi s work . Culture was Arnold � a.  " Holy Gran . • u 1 09 
Themati c ally, thi s we. s the inte:Ot 10f .Q.}flture and Anarchy. Struc­
turally, Arnold proceeded t,o a.ccon1plt sh hl a. intent in the following 
manner :  Fi rst , he offered a definit,lon · � f  " culture " a �  a goal ,  an 
expanded " 9ei st ,  11 for England to strl·ve for and eventually achieve . He 
then characterized 11 culture n as a composlte of beauty and intelligence, 
both of which different segments of Engl:i. sh society lacked. It was 
thi s  absence of the characteristic s  of f,,ulture that leads to what 
Arnold de scribed as an anarchi cal society. The remedy was to be sought 
in a State powe r which re sted as an authority on the rule of right 
reason. He analyz ed the clas ses of English society for their qualifi-
- ., 
cations as a source of right reason. Upon finding no class suitable as 
a basis of authority, he theorized that this was because of the 
predominance of man ' s moral impul ses, or Hebraism, over man ' s intellectual 
impulses, or Helleni sm. Arnold urged a revival of Helleni sm in 
society as a remedy for the anarchical tendency then found 
in England .  
This, i n  brief, i s  the structure of the collection of e s
s ays , Culture 
and Anarchy. In thi s ove rvi ew, many strands of Arnold
' s  e arlie r  work 
in a more Comprehensive social outlook.
 
can be seen tied togethe r  
Arnold began hi s series of e s s ays with _a dis cussion of culture :  
its meaning, its aim and its function. It is with the concept o f  
culture , then, that a more detailed look at Culture and Anarchy should 
begin. An examination of Arnold ' s theo ry of culture, moreover, i s  
valua�le i n  the light of cr:i.ti cal rem�ks that the entire book i s  
-" an attempt t o  defend culture against the charge of being ' frivolous 
and usele s s ' • • • • •� 1 1 O 
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Arnold briefly defined his ide � of culture in the preface to hi s 
work as " a  pursuit of our total perfection, by means of getting _ to know, 
�n the all the matte rs whi ch most concern usj the be st which has be en 
thought and s aid in the worldu . (p . 233 ) . "  Although culture i s ,  above 
all, an inward operation (p. 2 34 ) , a p�rfection of self by the acqui sition 
of knowledge and reason, it must be a general perfection developing all 
parts of society. According t,o Arnold, perfection could not o ccur in 
isolation; it had to be a general. growth ( p . 2 35 ) . The perfection towards 
which culture builds i s  a ha:nnonious perfection, a development of all 
side s  of the common humanity (p . 2 35 ) , of tho se powers which contribute 
to modern man whi ch found expression earli er in Friendship' s Garland. 
Culture had a s  its aim o f  perfection the di scipline of imparti al 
thinking, o r  the striving to see things as they really are . It i s  a 
di sintere sted seeking of lalowledge . It was not intended as a soci al 
program, Robbins s ays , but was intended as a guard against p re cipitate 
and ill-advised action . The emphasis for Arnold at the time, he continues ,  
f t •  
1 1 1  
was on the seeking of knowledge rathe r than on a program o ac ion. 
Culture was a compo site concept, according to Arno
ld. One part of 
it was the outcome of a wide-ranging curiosity, " a
 de sire afte r  the 
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things of the mind simply for their own s akes and for the pleasure of 
seeing them as they are • • •  ( p . 91 ) . "  This side of the compo site nature 
of culture was the s cientific pas sion. The part of culture i s sued in 
a de sire to translate one ' s ideas into social realiti e s  and by communi­
c ating them to a wide audience to make reason and God ' s �11 prevai.1 . 1 1 2  
Culture then was distingui shed by two motivating forces -- the force of 
thought and the force of· action. Culture realiz ed the futility of 
action and institution of change unle ss worthy notions of reason indicated 
a correct action and insti tut:i.on •. _ This necessity of adequate reasoning 
before action may have been prompted by Arnold ' s  conce rn  at the time 
over the Second Refonn Act of 1867 whi ch would have extended the fran­
chise . 1 1
3 
Walter Jackson Bate, in his essay Criticism :  The Major Texts 
summariz e s  Arnold ' s  concept of culture : 
Culture , to begin with, is an activity of mind. It 
is not, that is, a body of memorized information, 
but a quality that characterizes an actual way of 
living, thinking and feeling--a quality that con­
sists "in becoming something rather than in having 
something, in an inward condition of the mind 
and spirit , not in an outward set of circumstance s . "  
It i s  the ability, in short , to r�act in accordance 
with what is true and valuable . 1 1 4 
Arnold found two characters necessary to the idea of perfection 
as conceived by culture . A hannonious perfection, a developing of man ' s 
totality, united the characteristics of beauty and intelligence ,  o r  as 
ld 11 tnes s  and light" (p . 99 ) . they are prefe rably called by Arno , swee 
Having borrowed the terms from Swift ' s Battle of the Books, . Arnold made 
these characters the e s senti al elements of culture . In doing so, culture 
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became a spiritual. mate of poetry in which the " ••• idea of beauty and of 
_ a human nature perfect on all its sides ••• prevails ( p . 99 ) . "  
Arnold made much use of religion, in generaJ. , and various religious 
groups, in particular, in order to well e stabli sh what he meant by 
culture . Religion, as a force of the . human race, was compared to, - and 
then contrasted with, culture in its aims, methods and conclusions . 
Arnold first developed the similarities between religion and culture . 
First, religion ' s  great aim i s  to perfect the human rac e .  Thi s aim 
sanctions culture 1 s aim becaus·e both religion and culture have identical 
intentions, that of man ' s  perfection. .Second, religion and culture 
are similar in their placement of perfection in an internal condition. 
They both identify perfection with the growth of the humanity of man 
and the suppression of the animality of man. Culture i s  al so similar to 
religion in its movement. Culture perceived perfection as an endle s s  
process, one i n  which there are continual expansions o f  power and con­
tinual growth in sweetnes s  and light . " Not a having and a resting, but 
a growing and a becoming, is the character of perfection as culture con­
ceives it ; and here , too, it coincide s with religion (p . 94 ) . 11 
Culture went beyond religion in that it conceives of perfection as 
" a  harmonious expansion of !!l, the powers which make the beauty and 
worth of human nature , and i s  not consi stent with the over-development 
of any one power at the expense of the rest (p. 94 ) . "  It was here that 
religion failed and, in particular, it was here that the Di s s enters of 
Arnold ' s day were failing. 
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Arnold accused the Non-conf onnists, or Dissenters, of developing 
only one side of humanity -- the moral side, while neglecting the sides 
of beauty, intellect and manners {p.236 ) . In fact, he believed that 
England, in the form of the Puritans, had probably done more than any 
other country in the struggle towards · moral perfection ( p. 1 00 ) .  However, 
this over-emphasis on morality resulted in a tendency to sac rifice other 
sides of one ' s being to the religious side, which inevitably would 
lead to a narrow, twisted growth of the religious side itself, and, 
ultimately, to a failure to perfe_ction (p. 2 36 ) .  
It was for this reason that Arnold was an advocate of the Established 
Church. For him, being a member of an Establi shed Church meant the 
possibility of .a share in the cultural life of the nation. 1 1 S  One was 
kept in contact with the mainstream of national lif·e by virtue of the 
antiquity and the histor:i.cal and national ties of the. Anglican Church 
{p. 2 39 ) .  The Non-conformist became too involved in defining his own 
religious forms , in defending those fonns, and in asserting their validity. 
The spiritual side absorbed and tyrannized the Non-conformist and he 
had no cultural ties within his church to offset this religious over-
emphasi s (p. 2 39 ) . 
In Culture and Anarchy, Anlold summarized his comparison of religion 
and culture : 
Culture, di sinterestedly seeking in its aim of per­
fection to see things as they really are, shows how 
worthy and divine a thing is the religious side .
in 
man thou�h it is not the whole of man. But while 
rec�gnizi�g the grandeur of the religious side in 
man, culture yet makes us also eschew an inadequate 
conception of man' s totalityo Therefore to the 
worth and grandeur of the religious side in man 
culture is rej oiced and willing to pay any trib�te 
except the tribute of man ' s  totality (p. 252 ) .  
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William Robbins cites 1'. s. Eliot, ' o;) statement that the ef.fect of 
Arnold ' s philosophy was to set up cu1 t-uJ.""i=: " n  �lace of re�igion and to 
leave religion to be wasted by feel ing11; ·1 ·1 6 This is not quite true . 
Culture was possibly a highel" kind of :rcl·t gion 1 1 7 but religion was still 
an integral part of Arnold t s concept· of" f:l) - · ;ure . It served as a founda­
tion upon which to proceed toward cu_l·h,u J :-md the development of all of 
man •  s powers . David DeLaura, an Arnol i ·cri.t.ic, sees Arnold ' s  concept 
of culture as an attitude of spir · t w.11ich L morally oriented. He 
says that culture may best be descril1ed " as religion with critical 
1 1 8 intellect super-added. " 
Culture , according to nold had an important function to perform 
for mankind . He found this to be true especially in England where the 
internal. condition
. 
of man, his passio ·1 t"or knowledge and right reason, 
was thwarted by mechanical and material society. Arnold saw a danger 
in the English faith in machinery, a faith beyond the end which machinery 
serves. England had developed a faith in machinery almost as an end in 
itself. Freedom of the individual, for example, was worship
ped in, and 
or, itself . This machinery was not subordinated to a rule 
of right 
reason which would detennine the validity of the ends 
of the machinery 
of freedom (p . 96 ) .  
However, culture was not fanatical in its op
position to machinery. 
Culture with its single-minded love of perfecti
on, was flexible . It 
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resolutely avoids anything tt at resembles fanaticism. 1 1 9 Arnold stated 
that " • • •  the flexibility which sweetness and light give • • •  enables a man 
to see that a tendency [mach:i.nery] may be necessary, and even, as a 
preparation for something :b1 the future,, salutary, and yet that the 
generations or individuals who obey this tend�ncy are sacrificed to it, 
that they. fall short of the hope5 of pe:rfe�M.on by following it • • •  (pp.  1 04-
1 05 ) . "  
Finally, culture was not a cr��ed w1t•h which to :indoctrinate the 
inferior classes into a pru�'l-eicu: ar sect, l:d.th ready-made judgments.  
Instead, it  sought to  do away with cla�.j�'Je8 ; it strived to  make the best 
that has 'Qeen thought and known in the world known everywhere so that 
all men could live in an atmosphere of sweetness and light (p. 1 1 3 ) .  
Having established for h:i s readers the basic concepts underlying 
culture, Arnold was quite unwilling t,hat this criticism of society 
based on its lack of culture sl ould pass as impractical. He stated his 
intention to drive as much as pos sible at practice, at practical improve­
ment. 1 20 With this in mind, Arnold compared the Victorian England he 
knew to his ideal of culture and found it very defi cient : 1 2 1 
Culture i s  inward • but Victorian England was 
absorbed with machinery--with railways and wealth, 
with population and health and sport ,  w�t� fre7-
dom and religious organi z ations and pol1t1cal in­
stitutions pursued as ends in themselv7s .  Cult�re 
is general ;  but Victorian England was 1rrespon�1bly_ 
individualistic. Culture is harmonious ; but Victorian 
England was inflexibly devoted to the needs of one 
side of our nature , the honesty, energy and strict-
d th1· s  side of humanity ness of conduct, and warpe even . 1 22 
through neglect of the complementary facultie s .  · 
· -
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Arnold had been frequently reproached for not taking an active part 
in corre cting the s e  evil s in Victorian England; in fact, thi s lack of 
action had contributed to the labelli g of hi s criticism as impractical. 
Engli sh refonners felt Arnold should · extend a helping hand, that he 
should actively engage in e:>...'tirpating. evil '9 However, Arnold quite di s­
agreed with tho se who urged him on to aJ�t.lon� He believed that this 
was the cause of England t s  prP- sent d · f �., co_l tiesc  England had been engaged 
too long in pursuing action without ad '..j "U.a.-i.�3 light, just to be doing 
something. Establi shing the intention, ,be 1 of the practicality of 
his cultural concept, Arnol ''ignj fie;� ld. s :i.nte.n. ion to show that England ' s 
pre sent c�urse of action • thout ligh . w�s ·the cause of England ' s  mi sery 
and, then, to exemplify the correction of this state by practical 
light ( p . 1 1 6 ) . 
England ' s obses sion wi th personal li1erty proved · to Arnold to be 
a very dangerous state . He saw in thi s l'4 nt,inual assertion of personal 
right a re semblance to machinery. EngJ.1 slunen worshipped personal liberty 
as an end in itself without any subordination to a rule of re ason; 
freedom had be come mere machinery. Because of this great right of an 
Englishman to do as far as possible what he chose without re striction, 
Arnold saw England to be in danger of anarchy (p. 1 1 7 )  • In p articular, 
he saw the working classes, who were awakening in their perception of 
political rights ,  taking more and more libertie s in the name of
 free-
dom (p . 1 1 9 ) . " The moment it is plainly put • • •  that a man is asserting 
his personal liberty, we are half di sarmed; because we
 are believers in 
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freedom and not in some dream of a right reason to which the assertion 
of our .freedom is to be subordinated (p. 1 20 ) . "  
Arnold saw the reason for England' s obsession with personal liberty 
and its consequent drift toward anarchy in the fact that Englishmen did 
not have the Continental concept of the �� as defined briefly in 
"Democracy, 11 the State is "the na:t.ion ir.t lts collective and corporate 
character, entrusted with stri.ngent. powe:n:1 for the general advantage, 
and controlling individual ·w'i.lls ln the nmne of an interest wider than 
that of individuals (p. 1 1 7 ) 49 " 
Much has been written on Arnold .and, his choice of the State as a 
remedy f o� the danger of anarchy in Ellgland Both Patrick McCarthy 
and Kenneth Allott, Arnold scholars, theorize t.hat Arnold believed the 
State to be the only possible source of. national unity,
1 23 that the
. 
"nation in its collective and corporate character" alone coul.d make men 
aspire to the grand. 1 24 Oliver Elton, another critic, states that 
Anlold had a strong anti-English bias because he fell in love with the 
Continental bureaucratic organizations without adequately studying it 
or the fact that England woul.d not accept a State power. Elton says 
71 . 1 25 that "He [ Arnoldj was apt to have the State on the brain. 11 It seems 
difficult to accept Elton' s  statements. First, Arnold was not anti­
English. He saw much goodness and beauty in England, but he also saw 
evils. It was not out of antipathy to England that he sought to remedy 
those evils by an application of sweetness and light. Second, Arnold 
was somewhat familiar with the Continental State power. As noted in 
Chapter II, Arnold had spent some time on the Continent evaluating
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educational systems in the role of m1 (!ducational ambassador. Third, 
Elton was narrow-minded in his interpretation of Arnold ' s  State concept. 
Arnold is a great deal more concerned lrl ch the State as an agency which 
would guide and mold the im1e man und provide a worthy standard for 
emulation. He does  not conc�·ive t'tf tlH.1 .S llta.te as merely a coercive or 
restrictive agency to cunt ..ro 1 t.he a�M ..ons of its citizens . Fourth, 
Elton broadly over-generalizes ir1 hi.s (�:M .. ttcism which makes it difficult 
to accept as a correct :i.rl'terpl"'eta:t/ ·i)ri; 'there is slim evidence to support 
his accusation. 
Arnold next set himself the prncticaJ. problem of how to organize 
authority� how to get the State to be the .sumn1a.tion of right reason. 
Because of culture • s ability to percei v·e the value of a State as a 
source of authority to counteract England ' s drift toward anarchy, Arnold 
felt that culture would also be the f':it, �h1dga of the various candidates 
for authority (p. 1 24 ) . 
With this purpose of judging candidates for authority, Arnold 
attempted an analysis of the three �lasses of English society: aristocracy, 
middle class and populace. His analysis is based on the Aristotelian 
method which consists in the idea that virtue exists in a mean, or average, · 
with each mean having a swing to an excess and a swing to a defect (p. 1 27 ) .  
Arnold began hi s Aristotelian analysis with the upper class
 of 
English society, the aristocracy. He found that this clas
s possesses 
sweetness, or beauty, but that it is in need of light
. The aristocracy, 
as Aniold had consistently noted in his early wo
rks, was by its very 
nature inaccessible to ideas; the static nature 
of the aristocratic world 
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limits the ability to see the world as it really is.  The aristocracy 
naturally clings to the established fact, insensible of the flux of the 
world. The qualities which the aristoc acy possessed ;.... " serenity, 
high spirit, power of haughty resistan .es, - are naturally opposed to 
Arnold' s defense against anarchy, the po. ers · f  reason, light and 
ideas (p. 1 25 ) .  The static bl penetrabil: �7 o the aristocrat closed the 
doors to the influence of l".ght and idea.� 4j 
Arnold found the virtuous mean of t.h� ar:tstocracy in the example 
of an unnamed Lord whose "hlgh sp ri ·� ;� :;.r�ripered with ease, serenity 
and politeness. " The excess s found h a ce ain anonymous baronet 
who has too much high spirit, impenetru.· 111\.,y, defiant courage, and 
proud resistance {p. 1 27 )  8 The defect of t.he aristocrat is  easily derived 
from the excess and the mean; it would l:i.e in a spirit lacking boldness  
and height, and in an unaptness for re istance (p. 1 37 ) .  
Arnold found in the middle class a · ype of egotism. He believed 
that the middle class was always cl ng more than its actions merited. 
Therefore, he found the virtuous mean of the middle class to lie in 
_ self-satisfaction. " So  the middle class is by its essence, ••• by its 
incomparable self-satisfaction decisively expressed through its eautiful 
and virtuous mean, self-excluded from wielding an authority of which 
light is the very soul (p. 1 30 ) . "  The satisfaction with life at a certain 
stage took the middle class out of the movement and becoming necessary 
for the growth of culture and right reason. Arnold found the excess of 
the middle-class mean in a certain Dissenting minister, not · named but 
strongly hinted at, whose excess lay in a too strong and too self-reliant 
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persuasion of the value of hi s  own 1nind (p. 1 31 ) .  The defect, logically 
enough, lay in an ineptitude for the allegedly great middle-class works 
and in a lack of self-satisfaction. Arnold offers himself as a middle­
�lass defect ( p. 1 38 ) . McCarthy stat$s that Arnold always had a sense of 
existing outside or abov·e h:t ·: m:i.ddJ.e"";c.,.:� .�.ms distinction. This sense 
can, in part, be explained , rH:1 says , by hi s membership in the professional 
class and by his close connec tions w-lth tlte current Establishment. 1 26 
With such an identificati .,,n1 Al·n ld ·cou.ld por' ray himself as an exemplar 
or the individual pro
.
gress  p-. �:-H:?le for ·�he roJ.ddle class member. 1 27 
Another reason for Arnold e �l isoJ..a'tj o:n .f:r:�; n. his class  may be seen in the 
idea that he felt himself to be one of tho se people who rise above class,  
or which more will be saia later. 
The working class for Arnold wa � clearly not the proper basis for 
authority. He states that the very cond�. t.ion of the class ,  its embryonic 
development, clearly illust,rated that Che class could not at present 
have a sufficient amount o. � 1·· ght basej on culture--that i s ,  by reading, 
observing and thinking. Arnold found the virtuous working-class mean 
in Mr. Odger, a well-known figure of the time s who, despite some good 
points,  lacks light. The excess example is Mr. Bradlaugh, who i charac­
terized as an iconoclast, one who would bapti ze by blood and fire ( p. 1 33 ) .  
The defect naturally would lie in the individual who fell
 short in 
the power of action whi ch was so clo sely rel ated to th
e working 
class (p.  1 38 ) . 
For Arnold, the basi s for authority did not l
ie in any pf these 
classes that he so skillfully analyz ed. None of
 the clas s e s  po s s es sed 
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a sufficient quantity of light to arr:lve at an ·  authority of right reason. 
The solution Arnold saw was o e that hac not been tried before . It was 
to ri se above one ' s  clas s to the idea of a state { p . 1 34 ) . It required 
ri sing to a be st self, brh�J'ly introduced in Friendship' s Garland, in 
which Engli shmen would be ltn.i.t,ed, irnper..::.c.mal. and at hannony. It was 
just such a s elf that cultln·� sought tl� df.�'�elop, not the ordinary self 
in which people habitually 1 i. vud and whic11 did not carry them beyond 
the ideas and the wishe s o "'· tf<'.! parti r.:�d. 8.:r class to which they belonged 
(pp. 1 34-1 35 ) .  Engli shmen · u l"P. afnd d t o  t�ive too much power to the 
State, Arnold says, becat :)G i t  was 'lwtiy·s •. q· ated with the clas s in 
the execu�ive branch, or ·Ti.th  ·thP. 0 j.J na, o•" self' instead of with the 
classle s s  be st self . 
Critic s  have frequent· y c,onnnented on Arnold ' s use of the Ari stoteli an 
method of analysis in hi 0 ..:earch for a propel center of authority. 
E. K.  Brown s ays that Arnold ' s  application of thi s method of analysi s  
to the soci al condition:.:; that we re then mmediately present wins for 
him two valuable po sitions . First, he exemplifies the value of the 
guide to life he is recommending, the value of culture, for no doubt 
the man of culture would be familiar with Greek art and poetry as the 
and 11. ght,· second, the method makes it finest exemplar of sweetness 
possible for him to treat of the most controversial i s sue s in " a  tone of 
di sinterested obse rvation and a framework of principle s external to his 
thoughts . "
1 2 8  Patrick McCarthy, in general, agrees with Brown ' s tate­
ment; McCarthy comment s that Arnold planned his analysi s of the classes 
al t h1. s re aders that he was an ong line s which we re c al culated o as sure ' 
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objective observer. 1 29 Yet both agree that despite the valuable posi­
tion won by this method in its calculated,, obj ective observation of the 
classes, Arnold loses this posit on wh n he tags specific names to the 
virtuous mean, excess and def�ct of eu n cJ ass . 1 30 McCarthy sees this 
lo ss of d.i sinterestedI1e ss to be part.ic � nrly . tru.e in the case of the 
lower clas s .  H e  belieYes th.at the reader· CAA be mi sled by the seeming 
conscientious manner with h.:. h he treQ cs. -each clas s, e specially in the 
matter of defects.  The g �nre sins of t.L.a J.o  er class are matched agains:t 
the mild idiosyncrasies of tl1 -� aristoc.:r.a.r�y � 1 31 It doe s  seem entirely 
possible that Arnold was le ... 1 ..1 ohj ec·tive · �'l.b<.�11t the lower, working class.  
It was in this class that r:r.i.nld saw t. it? g .  eatest threat of anarchy. 
Arnold apparently as not satis ied w.tth his analysis of the classes 
of English society into tneir virtuous means, excesses and defects. He 
found it desirable to ixnprove upon bot his analysis and hi s nomenclature 
in a chapter entitled " Barbarians, Philis l;ines, Populace . " In this 
famous chapter, each cla s of soci ety p. -eviously introduced is denoted 
with a name-tag and then more deeply analyz ed in light of the particular 
tag applied to it . This chapter is typical of Arnold ' s  desire to attach 
. 
. 1 32 H 11 " distinctive epithets to whatever he is discussing. o oway, in 
The Victori an Sa e says these name s are frequently "hangdog" names .  
By employing distinctive names for the classes o f  English society, he 
is able to influence the reader' s  attitude through the nuance s of the 
name s as well as more ably articulate his argument . Without affecting 
the logi c of his di scus sion, Holloway believes they transform the 
quality. 1 33 
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Arnold ' s first concern in this expansion of his social analysis lay 
with the middle clas s .  This i s  no dif icult to understand, in the 
light of Chapter II, for Arnold thought that. the middle class would 
certainly take the leading role in tht� t;orrdng events of both politics 
and culture . Therefore, he was vitru . .ly :b:d .• e'il".ested in enlightening this 
class about its deficien1.ries and ref' sl"i\i�!� i t. so that it could success­
fully assume its future rol:� ( 1fril l1.:n .. � s;;}·s ·that " the whole intention 
of Arnold ' s criticism was c tncr(··ns ) tJ��. :;onsciousness and imagination 
of this class ,  to give it.. a. .J(: 1se of :h:: ·l<'r3.y the world goes and should 
go. 11 1 34 Arnold ' s exper:i.Pnt.� �e a.s a �(' n�j·tYl :· n spector, which brought him 
into clos� and continual contact wit .. �he midd1e class, had made him 
peculiarly aware that the .future of. fugla.nd was passing to a class which 
was quite unprepared for p "ti1ex\� 1 35 
The term that Arnold wed to id ;;nt.:J. r.r the middle class was Phili stine . 
Arnold said that " Philis·t,ine gi·ves the nation of something particularly 
stiff-necked and perverse in the res:L-,ta ce to light and its children, 
and therein it specially suits our middle class, who not only do not 
pursue sweetne ss and light , but who even prefer to them • • •  machinery • • •  
(p. 1 40) . " Generally speaking, the typical Phili stine was identified 
with "the thrifty earnest Dissenter who divided his time between counting­
house and chapel, sure of his solvency in this world and salvation in 
the next . " 1 36 He was desperately in need of culture in Arnold ' s  view; 
for culture might persuade him "to re-examine hi s stock notions a11d habits, 
might broaden his religious sympathies [' and] might ultimately shame him 
f ' ti 1 37 into dissatisfaction with a ' dismal, illiberal li e • • • •  
Arnold' s treatment of the PrJ.listine Dissenter has been one of 
continued interest to hi cri M . ..... s .  M(•s-t. of the critics who have com-
mented on his remarks in agreemer that he sweetness of culture 
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failed Arnold when he spoke of them. _:a.trick McCarthy saw this less 
than generous treatment as th� result o. · Arnold • s deep concern about 
religion. Arnold was r n ari bly nga.gw"J 1:o :f"ormulating and expressing 
his own religious views and he was d:i .:J .. esrt.�n·�d by what he saw of the 
Dissenter• s religion. f .. �c,u.1�;. not under.�·tand the spiritual satisfaction 
that Dissenters felt in thf.d.:tl> l ·" i.t ,,; wuet.hel u services, their prayer 
meetings and hymn sing o Ir ·%1-:i y � ay ::, h:: saw that this religious 
practice had resulted : t h moral ... '· and.a� s but he also saw that the 
passionate adherence t ,,1e Dissonte?'·� � .. particular creed had caused 
a lifestyle deficient in beauty and Si"'Aetness. 1 38 
Robbins agrees, in essence, with McCarthy' s remarks on Dissenters 
and comments on Dissent it relation . the 4 stablished Church. He 
believes that much of Arnold ' s  irritation wi t ..h Dissenters arose from 
the fact that Dissenters separated from the early church for the sake 
of opinions .  In this, Arnold saw them to be wrong, "because the church 
.
exists, not for the sake or opinions, but for the sake of moral practice,  
and a united endeavor after this is stronger than a broken one . "
1 39 
Stronger criticism was levelled at Arnold by contemporary crit
ics 
who were, of course, personally acquainted with the clas
s Arnold had 
occasion to describe as " a  kind of Philistine whose
 graver sel.f likes 
rattening; the relaxed self, deputations, or hearing Mr. Odger speak. " 
Leslie Stephens, a contemporary wrote : "I often
 wished that I too had 
a little sweetness and light that I might be 
able to say such nasty 
thin f . " 1 40 gs o my enenu.es . 
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It is true that Arnold was a harah critic of the middle class, but 
he was justified in his method for. two :t•easons. First, this class was 
the target for his cultural dial ectic ru: d1 as the primary goal, it had 
to be j olted the hardest. Second, A:.11t)J.d was struggling to overcome 
the self-satisfaction of -che a erage rn1.u:.H i,:: .. class citizen. Certainly, 
people who are self-satisfi�d are lefw 1 lK, .. ly to react to criticism than 
those who are not as confi.de.nt of their C's�1T� merits • . 
The aristocracy, pre,:11.oi:-tsly tr :-:at(:�d. by Arnold, was reintroduced with 
the tag " Barbarian. " In th.e Barba�·, L�ns;.'> 1� :Imld s aw sweetness imaged in 
the politeness of the cla s s ., He core c:i ··.�htl tw questing after light, 
but at least there was r c pe r"irerse ·wo:r·shii pln� of machinery as found in 
the Philistines.  The Barbarians ha·i b0et1 Li>f  some service to society. 
They had introduced and mai ntained the concep r,s of individualism and 
personal. liberty and they had developed a type of culture, although its 
nature was only external. The Barburi ·ms had ;  in a sense, been seduced 
and led away from the power of li gh .. by their concern with external 
qualities, such as worldly splendor, leasure, power and security. 
Arnold saw the class as having only one insufficiency, that of light 
(pp. 1 41 -1 42 ) . 
Critics have commented on Arnold ' s  opinions and treatment of the 
aristocracy; one such criti c is Patrick McCarthy in hi s book Matthew 
Arnold and the Three Classes .  Among McCarthy' s comments on Arnold and 
the aristocracy are the following :  McCarthy theorizes that Arnold had 
become acquainted with the ari stocracy during his tenure as Secretary 
to Lord Lansdowne . The culture and gentle manners of thi s cl
as s drew 
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him to them and affected hi s  wr:lting about them. Although he knew that 
they did not hold the future and tha' many evils flowed from their privi­
leged state, he was nevertheless eager to maintain a friendly relation­
ship with them. 1 41 So, even if Arnold believed that the aristocracy 
should be a target for re.forrn, he so · pa1liJ.lt .. d charges against them that 
there was no real question a, out which. c_a� Arnold preferred. 1 42 There 
may be some justificat.i on i ·i .HcCar·thy · � rE�:narks,  for it must be remembered' 
that the aristocracy had qu.J1 i:ti es th�.rt were cul turall:y- valuable far 
beyond any other class e11 l'hc� a .. ··. stocJ.·�-.1.!;y possessed qualities of sweetness, 
or beauty; they were pr�serverH o.f ari;,. ?-nd p�1etry. They only needed 
some light, or intelligence, to re·\l'"eal t.o them the real state of the 
world in order to begin the progress tovard s perfection which was 
culture ' s  end. On the o.i.. he:r hand, Ax nold found it very difficult to . see 
any sweetness or light in ·tho Phi listine middle class .• 
The lower class Arnold · dentif:i ed • th the term "Populace . "  Arnold 
distinguished this class as •• the va t, p rtion, lastly, of the working 
class which, raw and half-developed, has long lain half-hidden amidst its 
poverty and squalor, and is now issuing from its hiding place to assert 
·
a.n Englishman ' s heaven-born privilege of doing as he likes, and i s  begin­
ning to perplex us by marching where it likes, meeting where . it likes, 
bawling what it likes, breaking what it likes • • •  (p. 1 43 ) . "  
Again, Patrick McCarthy cormnents on Arnold ' s  treatment of the 
working class .  McCarthy beli eves  that Arnold did li
ttle justice to this 
class because he was infected with the age ' s "panic fear of
 revolt. " 
He sees the repression of the working class as one of 
the main functions 
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of Arnold ' s best self He adds that whatever weak praise Arnold did 
mete out to this class was :ln mdated under a series of very emotional 
epithet s  such as " English ro \ghs " "Hyde Park rioter, " and "the mob ••• 
·bent on mischief • 11 1 44 McCart,l y is supported in thi s the sis by G. W. E .  
Russell, an e arly Arno biogl"aphe:t'e. · .u���ell believed that Arnold pitied 
the sorrows of the "dim, common populat.lo:t)t» �; but that he did so from 
above . He did not, or could not, sha_ (:t. t.he1 r experiences or feel their 
sorrows . Arnold lacked1 concludes Rin��ll � a genuine sympathy or 
1 'i 5  acquaintance with the li.f .. of the poor�� AcCarthy and Rus sell may have 
a point, but their langua.("e 1 •! too st�ro.�'t ... en.. heir conclusions are too 
narrow. .The Populace ��1 class ccmparatively new in its existence as 
a national force . The action that it . advocated without a basis in reason 
would be alanning to Arnold� f'or wh(?m ac 1�ion must be based on a justifiable 
logical reason. In additi n, the Pop1ll ce was the mo st unfamiliar clas s 
to Arnold. He had the least, acquai1 tance with the Populace and, there-
fore, . probably the leas t i sight int their problems of all Engli sh 
classes . However, it i s  too severe an indictment to s ay that he wi shed 
to repre ss the clas s ;  he only wished to perfect them. 
Having reviewed and expanded hi s analysis of the classe s in E glish 
society, Arnold returned to the concept of the best s elf. Wi
thin each 
class , Arnold theorized, there were a certain number of people who were 
curious about their best self, who had a knack fo
r seeing things as they 
are, for disengaging themselves from machinery,
 for concerning themselves 
With reason and doing their best to make it prev
ail . People with this 
bent are found in all clas ses;  however, this 
bent always "tends to take 
-
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them out or their clasD and to m e their distinguishing characteristic 
not their Barbariani sm or the:lr tllistinism but their humanity {pp.  1 45-
146 ) . n Arnold also gave this group a ruil(3 .• tag; he called them "aliens. "  
These aliens were not .. ed prlmarlly by their class spirit, but were. 
guided, instead, by a 11gener3.J . . �� � £lp:l " t, by the love or human per­
fection • • •  {p.  1 46 ) .  '' It is this .?roup tfha.t hss subordinated the ordinary 
self in order to elevate and de · '1lop thei.r best self, a self which culture 
sets up as an ideal for .... ocie 'Y o  The hope for the future lay in this 
group and its expansion� 1 4  
Lionel Trilling saw Arnold ' s  t1hole. c:,.1 a. s analysis, including the 
•aJ.ien, " · as fallacious in its striurl;ure . H . .., says that class is a concept 
whose essence is interest . To take away the idea of special interest 
in nclass" i s  to render 0 t  meaning �, $ 9  other words, classes exist 
1 h7 because of a conunon intere,., tp � Taken in thi context, Trilling '  s 
criticism seems to have some va.li ft,y a> C as�es would probably not exi st 
if different groups of peopl did not have different needs or interests .  
But as a convenient method o f  clasoifying broad groups of people with 
. basically similar intere sts, Arnold ' s class system i s  useful and colorful, 
While it does not nece ssarily invalidate hi s points. 
In defining the "alien, " Arnold makes it very clear that the numbers 
in this group are not stati c .  They are capable o f  either increasing o r  
decreasing depending o n  their meeting, or not meeting, 
in society with 
what is de signed to eli cit the be st self ( p . 1 4
6 ) . Arnold believed that 
society and circumstances in Victorian England w
ere not designed to 
li In fact, he found it would b
e difficult to get e cit any be st s elf. 
-
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beyond the ordinary self bee u�e of the style of proceeding then common 
in England (p. 1 47 ) . 
This becomes one of the fundamental problems that Arnold seeks to 
.analyze for it i s  just such n robl m that kept England from recognizing 
the value of right reason and establl �il11ng . t as an aut:qori ty. It was 
e ssential, for Arnold, to seek out tho conse s underlying England ' s oppo­
sition to right reason ·and. · · t �d oe s t self; for it was only with this cause 
in mind that Arnold could hope to se·t llp t ul ture as an. ideal .  The 
growth toward perfection c.0tcld not; O(�tm' Ju an anarchical society where 
class instinct and the 0I<tii�18.c·�v· self dmni ate d. the humane spirit and 
the best self. 
Arnold saw the rea on fo"* English opposition to right reason in 
the fundamental English reference of "doing" to " thinking. "  The se two 
concepts, the doing side of man and the th nking side of man, are two 
rival forces that divid ·  the world between them. Not that they are 
necessarily rival by nature, but a.s �hey have been exhibited by man 
throughout hi story, they exist in valry (p. 1 63 ) .  
These two forces are the subj ect of two chapers i n  Culture and 
Anarchy: " Hebrai sm and Helleni sm, 11 and "Porro Unum Est Necessar:· um. " 
It i s  these chapters that Arnold held to be so true for the mo st part 
that they would form a center for English thought and spe
culation on 
1 48 
the matters treated in theme 
forces Which divide society as " Hebraism" Arnold identified the two 
and "Helleni sm, " both of which are named for the race s  w
ho best mani-




that the world ought to be, bu never .1as been, balanced between the se 
forc e s .  
The doing side , denoted a s  Hebrai sm, is "the energy driving ·at 
.practice, r the] • • •paramount Sf'.mSe of the obligation Of duty1 s elf-contr�l 
and work, [ the) • • •  earnest11ec:� 1 n gofr ..g ,, a? fully with the be st light we 
have • • • •  " The thinking sidt:t (bnoted ·.::; s Helleni sm, i s  " the intelligence 
driving at those ideas whi ch tr.N: � . th� ba�:ts of right practice, the 
ardent side for all tht:, new Silt changl ng combinations of them which man • s 
development brings with i t_, ·t'i H� :. nd >In� ta.b�.i..e :i.mpulse to know and adjust 
them perfectly • • • •  11 Tl e .final aim of ho ,1.� these forc e s  i s  the same : 
man ' s  perfection or sal vation ( p. 1 63 � 
However, .t hi s  identical aim i s  pu.r.��med by very different courses .  
Hellenism i s  primarily concerned with seeing things as they are, while 
Hebraism is primarily concerned wit conduct and obedienc e .  " The Greek 
quarrel with the body and its de sire·•" is, that they hinder right thinking; 
the Hebrew quarrel with them is, that. '! .. hey hinder right acting ( p . 1 65 ) . " 
Hebraism fastens upon " certain plain, capital intimations of the universal 
order, and rivets itself • • •  on the study and observance of them • • •  [while] 
the bent of Helleni sm i s  to follow, with flexible activity, the fhole 
play of the unive rsal order, to be apprehensive of mi s sing any part of 
it, of s acrificing one part to another, to slip away from re sting in thi s  
or that intimation o f  i t ,  however capital ( p. 1 65 ) . "  The governing idea 
of Hellenism i s  spontaneity of consciousness; that of Hebra
ism, stri ctne s s  
of conscience � ( p . 1 65 ) . 
David DeLaura identifies this distinct:ton between 
the two forces as 
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that between the scientific pa�sion-fo ce in culture and the passion for 
doing good-forc e .  He says that Arnold is arguing, in terms of his con­
cept of culture, for a uni fication of the two forces. 1 49 
Arnold contrasts the ideals off ercd by Hellenism and Hebraism. 
Hellenism holds up as an idea] for h1.m1an:.l t.y �;.he ideas of; getting rid of 
one ' s ignorance, or see:lng tM. ngs as ·&he:1 are , and of seeing them in 
their beauty as a resul't u 1It\-11enism c ff:·H�s a life filled with a certain 
light ease, a clearnes.J axid :1."�·diancy·, s. 1ife filled with sweetnes s  and 
light (p. 1 67 ) . Hebraism o:a the 6 the:ii: .. h.trJ d has always been very occupied 
with the difficulties h ·.(· arrange th�;m. (-�Ivm; between man and his pursuit 
of perfection. This lie� · n the fac :. -�he·i; Hebrai sm has always allowed 
sin to fill a much larg r s ace in its pl ilosophy than it doe s  in 
Helleni sm. Sin i s  the ac tive, hostil.1 .f"()l'"'""e that thwarts man ' s progress 
towards perfection ( p . 1 68 ) �  
David DeLaura sugge.; ed that Arnold ' s assumed equivalence of values 
in Hebraism and Helleni sm i s  nothing but a rhetorical device . He says 
that Arnold in his projected vision of human nature i s  Hellenic ;  he 
believes that Arnold absorbs and subordinates the Hebrew impulse into 
.
the Hellenic ideal . 1 5° 
As a comment upon DeLaura ' s  remark, it is possible to use a statement 
made by Arnold :  
• • •  of [ the1 two di scipline s laying their main . stress,  
the one on clear intelli gence, th7 othe r on . finn 
obedience ; the one , on cornprehens1vel! 
l_a1���
g the 
grounds of one ' s duty, the other on dilig Y to 
t .  i . t .  the priority naturally
 belongs prac i s  ng i , . . . 1 ral that discipline which braces all man 
5 m�l b . powers, and founds for him an ind.ispensa e asis 
of character (p. 1 70 ) .  
In other words, the Hellenic t·o�ce must be given highest priority 
because it provides a basis for the e .. an ion of all man• s powers by 
seeing the world as it is 0 
It is not that Arnold so mu.ch prefart'·ed the. Hellenic bent as 
that Victorian England was so des""P�rately in need or it. Sweetness 
and light were necessary because ther� ��� already an exclusive and 
excessive development i'n Er1gland of t�l e a:tru ... of human nature known as 
Hebraism (p. 1 76 ) .  
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Arnold believed that thi .., ove s.t'te:n� i n ·�o Hebraism, to obedience 
rather than intelligence, was the cause. m1derlying the English disbelief 
in right . reason. The Engli�hmat1. belierved hat he already had in his 
religion a sufficient basis for his entire lite, fixed and forever 
certain, "a  full law of conduct, and a full. law of thought" when really 
all that Arnold saw in this religion as law of conduct . Man is a 
composite or moral and i tellectual instincts, not of moral instincts 
alone. So this Hebrew-like attent.ion solely to a fixed religion thwarted 
perfection in its inflexible attention to only one side of human 
nature (pp. 1 76-1 77 ) . 
The supreme example, to A1111old, of the Hebrew impulse predominating 
and thwarting the Hellenic lay in the Puri tan. The Puri tan dangerously 
believes, said Arnold, that he is in possession of a· rule that tells him 
the unum necessarium, the one thing needful. Once he believe
s that he 
is in possession of the only thing needful, he becomes sel
f-satiaried and 
believes that he has only to act in the assurance of t
his knowledge (p. 1 80) . 
Therefore, the Puritan acts out of the ordinary s
elf and moves away from 
th So � mportant 1· n the growth t
oward perfection. e becoming process .uu 
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It must be remember· d that in iold s concept of culture there i s  
no unum necessarium except the obliga,tion for man t o  come t o  his best at 
all points . The movement, the endles . ogression, must continue for 
cultural expansion and pe fet; 1 n; Pu.1·· .t" 1sm and the dominating Hebrew 
impulse thwarts this dJ r 1.ec't.ir (pd; 1 80 � 
The Puritan self-. t:ls.faction w..l tn U ,,, Hebrew impulse attempts to 
posit the whole evolut.J..L,:" of � • . .. 1nron ty :tf� ·)!.1-� fo ·ce .  For Arnold,. the 
whole evolution lay i m·d.t11�r force�  r�,u.�,.e"" Febraism nor Hellenism are 
the law of human developm., !: 1 despi t � w) f'jJ t.heir admirers are apt to see 
in them. Both are only •<tn �ri bution�� · 11ie1· .. .,.. valuable and very important 
contribu�ions, each ha ng m. :x. e  va llH a ri mo a importance according to 
the moment in which they ar8 viewed and J n . h .. t circumstances they are 
viewed. The whole of hum · nature, it must b , remembered, i s  wiaer than 
either of the forces whic l bear it fo ard (pp. 1 70-1 71 ) • 
So, as contribution�1 �o hwnan dP-velopment, both Hebrai sm and Hellenism 
have moved in hi story · 1 ternation:a Chri.stiani ty was the greatest 
triwnph of Hebraism, while the Renai ssance was a reinstatement of Hellen- · 
ism {p. 1 72 ) .  This re-entrance of Hellenism in the sixteenth century met 
the same fate as Hellenism in Greece. In the Renaissanc e  too much 
attention had be en given to the intellectual side again, and not enough 
to the moral s ide . However, there was, according to Arnold, a very 
important difference between the earlier and the later triumph
 of Hebrai sm. 
Said Arnold :  u Ei ghteen hundred years ago it was a
lto gether the hour of 
Hebraism ( p . 1 7.5 ) . "  Another hour began in the fif
teenth c entury and the 
road for that hour lay in Hellenism. But Purit ani sm
 perve rted the main 
-
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movement necessary at the time "They have made the secondary the principal 
at the wrong moment, and the rlncipal they have at the wrong moment 
treated as secondary. Thi s contraven ..,ion of the natural order has 
· produced, as such contravention always must produce, a certain confusion 
and false movement . . .  (p li  1 7 5 .,.  (4 H �I t.  v·as ·t.h€• st.atic, self-satisfaction of 
Puritanism that ups et the i.1 t.()11 n\";tuaJ.. 1·n-:·)eress essential to counter-
balance the moral growt.1 n.f lli1:;1!md. '11 ey brought in confusion and a 
twisted view of perfectio 1 th1:.�t broug./� ·co E�1gland an inability to view 
right reason as an auU�ori ty 011t; of' whl. ��h culture could grow. 
Arnold lmew that cul.tu "'e would .. to t; 1.-dn mankind overnight. This is 
why the $tate was so important to him., Until right reason could be 
realized the State and its authority, even if expressed through the 
ordinary self, must counte act anarchy� The State may be imperfect but 
it must remain as the framework into whi.ch the best self will grow. 
Eventually, Arnold saw a union of Hebraism and Hellenism in whi ch the 
best of both forc e s  would be combined The ste adfastnes s  and energy of 
the Hebrai st would support the intellectual vigor of the Hellenist (pp . 224-
226 ) .  
If Arnold saw the State as an integral part of his so cial s heme, 
as a framework for the support of the best self, criti c s  do not agree on 
exactly what that state was or on its relative value . Wal cott, in 
The Ori ins of Culture and Anarch conceives of Aniold ' s  Stat e  as mysti al 
in nature ,  in that it was based not on actuality but on an exi s
tence 
hoped for. Arnold would have substituted the
 current reality of clas ses 
and j ealousy with a benevolent state action which is




1 51 In this concep ,, W co-..,t sees a fallacy of which he 
believes Arnold was quite d. 1arc; namely, that the State action he so 
strongly advocated must al �."·s est it,s a :e.t,hl"�rity in men, plain ordina.rr 
men, and that its resi• encB wi 1 aJ.ways b�� remote from much of the 
governed area. 
1 52 Wal.�o .. t summari:r.t�s A-:nold i $ State as · a "benevolent 
rational authoritarian· tmi�• 1 ��dgned. o · the J egeneration of the middle 
class as 1·ts future 1 53 gove:r 10:rs . 
Alexander in Arnol!-1 an!f4-1 sees a d�.nger analogous to the fallacy 
Walcott notes .  He, too , · .:: r :  arr: t.h t cu:U.u:: . t "'  best self is  merely a 
man and that Arnold ' s t:!Y't..') �<m: � �>tf.:d a st:n .. mg authority in such a man. 
Best selves, �n Arn.old t s min t could prove t · .temsel ves by repressing the 
ordinary selves .  Alexander elieves that Arnold became s o  involved with 
suppression of the ordin ry self th�t the act of suppression itself 
became proof of the possesslon of the best self' s right reason.
1 54 In 
fact, Alexander notes Arnold ' s  concluding statement that the symptoms of 
anarchy which may arise in his State would be suppressed with the greatest 
urgency and severity. 
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Lionel Trilling, a noted Arnoldian scholar, talces a somewhat different 
position. He is  of the opinion that Arnold ' s state does n
ot holu p as 
a practical structure because it evades the issue of 
power. He believes 
that Arnold ' s effort can be thought of as " an  expe
riment of light" rather 
than as " an experiment of fruit. " Trilling add
s that Arnold ' s State myt 
does not depend for its value on its demonst
rability, but, instea , the 
Value lies in the attitudes it fosters and moti
vates .  I n  thi s respect, 
1 .56 
Arnold' s State, concludes Trilling, is stil
l f0rtile and valuable .  
-
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G. w. E. Russell is perhaps the most succinct in his summary of 
Arnold' s State. He wrote : "Perhaps his ideal 0£ a State can best be 
described as an Educated Dernoeracy,
°
working by Collectivism in Govern­
· ment, Religion and Social Order. n 1 57 
One can see £rom the ·variety of opinions ·expressed· about Arnold t s  
State that the concept is somewhat nebulous. If so many critics can 
see different virtues and fallacies, the State concept may lack a 
definitive form; but, lacking _ a definitive form, it
. 
more closely allies 
itself to the dialectic of prog�ession and growing wherein a static 
form would be of little value . 
Arnold concludes by stating : 
We, ·indeed, pretend to educate no one, for we are still 
engaged in trying to clear and educate ourselves .  But 
we are sure that the endeavor to reach through culture 
the finn intelligible law of things, we are sure that 
the detaching ourselves from our stock notions and 
habits, that a more free play of consciousness, an 
increased desire for sweetness and light, and all the 
bent which we call Hellenizing, is the master impulse 
even now of the life of our nation and of humanity-­
somewhat obscurely perhaps for this actual moment, but 
decisively and certainly for the innnediate future; and 
that those who work for this are the sovereign educators . 
(p. 229 ) 
In conclusion, it may be useful to note how Arnoldian scholars have 
estimated the value of Culture and Anarchy. Walcott, in his study of the 
origins of the book, has labelled it Arnold' s  most ambitious essay, . the 
purpose of which was to expose British social degeneracy and to pronrulgate 
1 58 
a general plan of cultural reform. Garrod hails it as Arnold' s  best 
work in style and manner, 
1 59 while T. s. Eliot calls it a perfect book 
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.for its purpose : 11 an invective against the cru.di ties of the industrialism 
of its time. 11 Eliot says that Cu1ture and Aiiarchy is the Arnold work in 
which culture appears to its best advantage because it stands out in 
· such contrast to a contr-lved background of definite items of ignorance, 
prejudice and vulgarity. 1 60 Walter Hipple calls it the · work which expresses 
1 61 the. ground of a11 Arnold ' s special thought, and Janet Courtney agrees 
when she says that Culture and Anarchy most fully expounds Arnold ' s 
. 
' . 1 62 philosophy of life. 
Perhaps, Patrick McCarthy summarizes the quality of. Arnold' s work 
bes.t in his outstanding work, Matthew Arnold and the Three Classes . He 
writes : . 
Culture and Anarchy • • • as a defense of cul.ture as an 
ideal of individual and social perfection is  magni­
ficent. As an evocation of . the idea of a democratic 
state, capable of achieving excellence itsel:f .and 
capable of determining correctly what its citizens 
may read and how its citizens may worship, it is an 
astonishing testament of faith in man' s power of 
goodnes s and power of reason. As an analysis of the 
classes of Englandt it is broad, pungent, impressive 
and exasperating. 1 3 
hapter Four : Conclusion 
In this final chapt r, ev·era.1 ma ·or Arnold critics will be 
examined to define the Arno 1.'l r; s1.,cial criticism, to assess 
the success or failure of ht8 (,;r:J.tical r;J°f�Jr � and to estimate his 
value and place in Engl · sh l .:1..t.erah1r :\ (I  �)u. •. h an asses sment will be 
relatively general in r a t.Ur·'� :3,r:, �p · .. cif� ,:; 1.: .ti  tici sms or evaluations are 
placed in conjunction wit � r,�g; _.opi c�.: di s . us :1ed in earlier chapters. 
Most critic s  are .in ag .. <'!€J•t�rr t t 8,t · ,hR basic purpose behind Arnold • s 
social c.ormnentary was t inculcate an a:�ti ;..u, e of reason that fostered 
a harmonious growth of all of man ' s  po ers David DeLaura, a notable 
Arnold scholar, believes that the search for an ideal that would har­
monize man ' s  powers markc Arnold ' s
.
enti e er:ltical career.
1 64 
This 
harmonious growth is  viewr:d by Wi lliam Roh i�1s as a correlative of the 
Aristotelian golden mean. He saw Arnold ' s  purpose as a rej ection of 
enthusiastic extremism, a rej ection of obscure unreason in favor of 
expansion and progre s s as well as a conservative check on innovation 
without acquired wisdom. Robbins saw Arnold ' s intent to be a check to 
f�atici sm and materi alism and a reminder of the spiritual needs of man 
as exemplified in hi s four powers of conduct, beauty, intelligence and 
manners . Robbins conclude s , as do many othe
r c riti c s ,  that Arnold does 
not off e r  a full, cohe rent philosophy but inste ad he hol
d s forth a set 
1 65 
of ideals whi ch re st on balance and reason. 
In my opini on, Arnold ' s  purpo se revolved aroun
d hi s c oncept of a 
society in whi ch man would live hannoniously, v
oid of class-interest, 
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attentive to the expansio of all man . powers . Led by hi s vi sion of 
a classl e s s, p rogressive s dety, Arno ... s ught to acquaint Engli sh 
society, as i t  was then c mpcsed, with the means of achieving such an 
enlightened condition . 'I' l� c lasses o.f Vie Lo. · an  England had to be made 
aware of the deficient;. es .�: -:.;�ei.r ex:t.:: ·�(-m n e  and of the· means of evolu­
tion into a better Stat.e " ��tf;Jand needed. :�.n ·-,elligence ,  reason and 
an appreci ation of be auty; t s . 1  .. eady hDd an abundance of action and 
strict moral code s .  Arnol d . .v. p'= ·  :· t. . fd� the :'t.�:fie he propo sed would not 
develop
· 
in hi s lifet · me \•' ,  · ). . (.� sa: r :�  h.i. s  mi s sion was the preparation 
of the Engli sh people so tl ·.:-.t ;mch a t'.c,; ·.::i�:cy could eventually evolve . 
To teach· the value of a li:t :; � vyle bns ,d on reason, attentive to all the 
facets of human nature w s hi s 1.rnmediate purpo se . 
Related to Arnold s purpose .:�� t.he personal example of reason offered 
by Arnold ' s own life A o:J.d is a s.i'.tgula example in hi s time, Brownell 
says, of a writer who definJ t.i vely pa terned hi s nature as well as hi s 
work in ac co rdance with his conception of re ason. It seems apparent 
from a perus al of Arnold ' s  writing that he was always di sp
osed to the 
ideal of a re asoned exi stence but, Brownell continue s
, he kept hi s aim 
so consistent and so conscious as to mark hi s 
life with di stinction. 
"The pursuit of perfe ction that he preached he practiced with equal 
inveteracy. 11
1 66 
If Arnold ' s  purpo se was to promote 
a harmonious progre s s  towards a 
perfection of man ' s  powers and reason, he also sought 
to conserve the 
be st of the p ast to march forward . Davi d 
DeLaura calls Arnold a "medi ator
11 
between the p ast 
·
and the present . Arnol
d was eve� mindful of the need of 
-
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tradition in human con inuity; he would not weicome the overthrow of 
English traditions such as the E. tab ished Church, nor would he ignore 
the values derivable from past �u. t "'es s c as the Greek. Temperamentally 
and spiritually tied to the past9 e sough to make it relevant to the 
present and valuable or future r P � �tJ ('f 1 6! Lionel Trilling agrees 
with DeLaura ' s assessment of An· old ' is :m�::diati ve position; he believes 
Arnold attempted to m e " the pt st o · ' E· rope march with the future. "  
Arnold believed, Trilling says, t.h.!1t hs lived in a time when old orders 
and patterns were di s olvin snd he aouglrt. to conserve the best from 
those disappearing soc · al forms Trill:lng concludes that Arnold n sought 
to conc1)iate epochs and that it� somethin .· that hi story but no single 
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man can successfully do . "  Such an attitude of attentivenes s  towards 
the values to be secured f om a perusal f past great civili z ations i s  
the study of the best hat has bae:u tt.o ght an d  said in the world ; in 
Arnold' s tenninology, it · s the .,rsui+ of culture . The study of past 
cultures reveals not only man' s  previous deeds but it also i s  a revelation 
of present circumst.ances . Fro the past, Arnold believed, one could 
1 69 
discover the forms of the present. 
Critics seem to agree that Arnold ' s social commentary revolved 
around a thesis of a reasoned existence fo stering a total rounded being 
and encompassing a re spect for, and knowledge of, past culture s .  As a 
general concept, it i s  a worthy ideal to follow in the elevation of 
hwnanity. Who would not want to be reasonable, knowledgeable of the 
best ideas and advancing on all sides of one ' s  person
ality? But, as a 
Plan, the re are many vague , undefined
 terms that practic al and workable 
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are left open to personal interpretation, and thus to argument. What 
is  reason; what is  well-rounded and what is  the best that has been thought 
and said in the past? To detennine definitions alone would entail ex­
tended debate and encourage the divisiveness and provincialism that 
Arnold deplored. 
Criticism directed at Arnold ' s attempt reflects several major areas. 
First, many readers have been left with the impression that Arnold has a 
- lack of sympathy with plain, _ ordinary people .  Lionel Trilling wrote 
that Arnold failed in a perception of life as it really i s : "mistaken, 
silly, but the ' dirt ' out of which things grow. 11 1 70 DeLaura agrees with 
this cx?.ticism and adds that Arnold removed himself from the people and 
assumed a cool pose of disinterestedness, almost a kind of snobbishness.  
With such a position, DeLaura believes Arnold limited his effectiveness  
because he  managed to  alienate almost all sections ·or society.
1 7 1 
J.  Hillis Mille r  summarizes the above point. He wrote : " As a c ritic of 
society, he seeks rather to understand than to sympathiz e .  He wants to 
control society and keep it at arm' s  length by a discovery . of its laws. 
His attitude toward society is fundamentally defensive . n
1 72 
Patrick McCarthy does not deny the charge that Arnold lacked sympathy 
with the people he wrote for; instead, he believes that such an attitude 
made him a · more effective writer. Had he been more sympathetic to the 
middle class, they woUJ.d not have been as interested in what he had to 
say. If he did not convert them, he did make them attentive . The wider 
the audience reached because of his sometimes acidulous comments ,  the 
greater the influence, and the middle class has always been the best 
reader of Arnold.
1 7 3  
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A second criticism frequently directed at · Arnold i s  his own critical 
stance. G. W. E . Russell � Arnold s flrst biographer, points out that 
in every area he touched, Arnold wa.s �ritical rather than constructive. 1 74 
E. K. Brown believes that ... uch a crlt:ical position, in which Arnold i s  
consciously attempting ·O r.o·:·t"ify an ""rror ·i "'1to which he believes his 
readers have fallen, · eads him into f;).V1:s>.c}iali sm ' such as he sought to 
remedy. The points of s 1 ; •ffj in ·:t� W•"Y' "<I.  y not reflect what i s  most 
important in a broad sense1. �nt onl,Y' �· 1 1. ;t, .i s  important to a limited 
audience . 1 7
5 
This crit: d . ... . 1· � s pe rh :i-; �  -.� q,i ;·,.tifiable one . However, it 
must be remembered that. Arnold as n�. t L.1pica.lly advocating a set of 
reforms . or an organized program 01 act:L ... :n ; instead, he was trying to 
correct what he felt to he the errors of his society. Thus, his criticism 
was often negative as he ax1ted to sh · w what was wrong with England and 
he avoided an explicit program of r0form. 
Other critici sms are reflective of Arnold ' s argumentation. Lionel 
Trilling voices a commor opinion when he criticizes the circular structure 
of Arnold ' s State concept . 11 The way in which society i s  ordere d  deter­
mines the moral life of individuals and classes, but the moral life of 
. h .  h . t i -....t d ti 1 76 individuals and cl as ses determine the way 1n w 1c socie Y s o :-uere • 
In Arnold ' s state , the basi s for authority must always be ve sted in 
people whether that person is called to serve in his best self or his 
ordinary self. The difficulty lies in two areas . The first i s  the 
definition of be st self and the second lies in a determination of when 
it i t · p 1 "·'4 11 always differ in their judgment of what is s opera 1ve . eop e n �  
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best, what constitutes reason and what authority is val.id. In the last 
analysis, Arnold fails to provide a guideline for judgment so that one 
can develop a nbest self" or submit to an authority that represents an 
aggregate "best self. 9 Arnold' s  State is still controll�d by people, 
fallible and selfis and it i s  only id.Aal}y that man . will operate self­
lessly and on Arnold 1 � plane ,.,f the be .. • �,�lf. Chapman, in The Victorian 
Debate, calls this ideaJ.:l sUc approacl: o1 Arnold ' s  Utopian in nature. 
He saw Arnold' s hope ·· n a. ch;.mge of e£'.:r'i; i. the people rather than in 
measures that were practlcally enforcerj ·1..e ,,;  .. , 77 
A final criticism of Arnold' s v.n.rc ·i s that of his ability to develop 
and define his ideas. T. Sa  Eliot di�cer.1:.� a. lack of consistency and 
concrete definitions in his writing : 0 � . had he the power of connected 
reasoning at any length; his flights are either short flights or circular 
flights.  Nothing in his prose work, t eref re, will stand very close 
analysis • •• culture and Conduct are the r · rst things, we are told; but 
what Culture and Conduct are, I feel that I lmow less well on every 
reading. u 1 78 John Holloway, in The Victorian Sage, agrees  with Eliot ' s  
assessment. He sees the ability of Arnold to impart a rare degree of 
knowledge, but he also sees the difficulty of grasping the meaning of 
Arnold' s ideas . 1
79 However, not all critics are in agreement with Eliot. 
Chapman, a Victorian scholar, sees only occasional inconsistencies and 
failures to reach a logical conclusion. Chapman, in fact, sees Arno d as 
superior to most of his contemporaries in coherent and
 consistent thinking. 1
80 
If Arnold i s  not always consistent, it must be noted t
hat he was one of 
· ded almost exclusively by one the few authors of his time who were gui 
overriding concern in his prose writings of the
 1 860 • s. The state of 
civilization in England and the exemplification of its errors was the 
foundation upon whi ch his works of the period rest . 
'7 The consensus of opinion on Arnold ' s  place in English li t.erature 
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has been generous in its e stimation. Critics generally agree that 
Arnold has a permanent value for readers although the reasons for this 
value may vary. David DeLaura see s Arnold ' s pennanent value in his con­
sciousness of change · in the nineteenth century. More than- any other 
figure of hi s time, Arnold t:ried' to develop which elements of traditional 
culture needed to be carrii:�d ,forward into the newly evolving modern 
world. Arnold persistent.ly tried t·o . sketch a modern society incorporating 
trad.i�ional social and religious values without which the world would 
have been left to technolog.y and anarchy. 
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T. s .  Eliot i s  s omewhat more conservative in his estimate of Arnold ' s  
value . He sees Arnold, qui te unlike DeLaura • s view, as a representative 
of a period of stasi s .  As such, he i s  simply an example o f  a certain age . 
Arnold i s  a friend, s ays Eliot, not a leader because he was an advocate 
of ideas which Eliot doe s  not take seriously. Eliot wrote : "His culture 
is powerless to aid or to harm. 11 1 82 Eliot ' s e stimation i s  not really a 
friendly one . Hi s di smissal of Arnold ' s culture as an idea of any 
significant force may seem to be a di sinterested critici sm but as - such it 
negates entirely the bulk of Arnold ' s pros e writing of a decade . To say 
that an idea, such as Arnold ' s  culture, i s  "powerless to aid o r  to hann" 
contradicts the very essence of ideas , all of which have some effect on 
the thinker. If outward change s are not apparent, some inner reaction 
occurs to incorporate the new ide a into a fund of know
ledge . Thi s, 
however, is  not an admis sion that Arnold ' s  culture has only a small 
internal effect on the reader. Arnold ' s culture i s  a concept which, 
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if not capable of actualization in society, i s  still a worthy ideal for 
any individual to emu1ate s 
Other estimations of Arnold ' s  place in literature give him a 
position as a leade r of free thought, 1 83 or a position at the center 
of his age who se influence has been felt long after hi s own demise and 
that of his age .
1 84 Alexander, in Arnold and Mill, compares Arnold ' s  
influence in England during tbe last half of the nineteenth century to 
that of Aristotle ' s . He notes the wide range of his influence as well 
th k h ad " t • • 1 85 as e mar e m e upon cri 1c1sm. Courtney quotes Disraeli in her 
estimate of . Arnold : "He was the only . living Engli shman who had become 
1 . . hi 1 .  f t .  n 1 86 a c as sic in s own 1 e ime . 
Matthew Arnold ' s place in literature is not questionable in my 
estimation; he ranks among the foremo st of social critics and offers 
ideas of significant value to the reader. To read Arnold ' s work and 
become inspired by his vision of soci ety transfo rmed by culture is an 
experience whi ch would enhance the lives of most Americans. 
However, the state of .America (or England ) today cause s  me to 
question the practicality of Arnold ' s  State vision. It is true that 
mankind has progre s sed since Arnold ' s  time . We are more mechanized, 
more materi ally o riented and more educated. We can walk on the moon, 
travel internationally, live in push-button home s and go to state college s, 
but we are not really any closer to a reasoned exi s
tence .  If anything, 
Philistini sm i s  more firmly entrenched in socie
ty than ever. The 
need for material success and comfort today 
seems to far outweigh the 
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need for expansion of the mind, intellectually . or spiritually. We still 
have our hungry lower classes even here in .America and we still pursue 
rash courses of action as firmly as ever while our major cu1tural in­
f1.uence i s  the television set in .every living room. 
What exactly Arnold ' s  philosophy, if any, was has been the concern 
of this paper. From the foregoing material, in whi ch important concepts 
and maj or social criticisms W'ere examined, an outline of his social 
views may be gathered. Arnold was quite aware of the encroachment of 
democracy in England and he was di smayed by the lack of a responsive, 
enlightened citizenry for the workings of democracy. He was troubled by 
the rise of a lower class, uncivilized and dangerous in its actions . To 
prepare for the inevitable, Arnold proposed a cultural state in whi ch 
each of the three classes must be educated by acquaintance with "the 
best that has been thought and said in the world" . to a higher level . of 
existence called the "best self • 11 The "best self" would then govern 
through a clas sles s  State to encourage the growth of culture and to 
negate the ordinary self which is motivated by personal, selfi sh interests. 
As a theorist, Arnold probably does not succeed; a practical social 
structure is  not defined in hi s work. Perhaps, Arnold 1 s work may be 
tenned a vision of an ideal social entity. The vision of a State void 
of self-interest passing through the ages in a genteel educational pro­
cess doe s not seem capable of realization in life . His State says much 
for Arnold ' s  faith in mankind but also for hi s lack of
' knowledge of 
people and their motivations . Interest, needs and wan
ts have always 
driven man and it is hard to envision man cleansed of these selfish 
1 00  
characteristics . Nonetheless, if such a view is  proven impractical, 
Arnold is not a failure . His life and his dreams are an example to 
follow and as such his work is enduring, a monument to his gentleness, 
faith in mankind, and integrity. · 
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